ca len da r
zsmo n
Cambridge - Boston chapter of NOW
general meetlng on "The Subtleties of
Oppression: Women and Advertising/Women at Work" 8 pm, 99 Bishop Allen
Dr. •
Allston - 'Coming Out,' Course I. Meet
Lesbian Women and Gay Men. Share
and /learn with others. Gay Education
Service. 277-2484.
Williamstown, MA - Williams Gay
Support Organization will sponsor 1a
lecture by Bruce Voeller, Co-executive
Director of the National Gay Task
Force and Ginry Vida, Media Director
for NGTF. 8 pm, Jesup Auditoriam, Williams College.

x thur s
NYC - Gay Women's Alternative at
Universalist Church sponsors an evening of SOCIODRAMA with Clare Coss
from the Institute of Human Identity.
Also, The Homosexual and Religious
Relevancy, a panel discussion with
Subdeacon Miki of the Church of the
Beloved Disciple and Mike Koonsman,
founder of Integrity.

New York City - Association of Gay
Social Workers will hold their meeting
at 8 pm, 156 Prince St., Info. (212)
777-7697.
Boston -

Seminar: Women, Ethnicity
8 week seminar beginning. For info call Oliva at Womanspace, a feminist therapy collective,
267-7992.
& Counseling -

Bbston - Erotic magazine night sponsored by the Viking Literary Guild.
Erotic magazines for your reading
pleasure at Herbie's Ramrod Room,
10pm.

New York City:- Gay people at Columbia monthly dance. 304 Earl Hall Center, 117th St. East on Broadway, Columbia Univ. Campus. $2.50 general
adm. 9 pin to 2 am.
Boston - Body, Mind & s·p,rit - a retreat weekend for women is being held
on Dec. 2, 3, 4, in Acton, Maine. Info.
WE-ARE 277-5944.
Boston - Women's weekend - a
workshop focusing on self-awareness
and relationships with others. Info.
Alice or Nancy at Womanspace,
267-7992.

gay community news

Boston - H. Harkness Flagler Birth- .
day Celebration (Turn of the century
gay philanthropist), 8 pm, 266 El Center, Northeastern Univ., by Northeastern Gay Students Org., everyone invi_ted, tree-refreshments.
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Somerville - Holiday Auction and Bazaar sponsored by Somerville Women's
Center, 10 pm to 5 pm at Somervi Ile
Multi-Service Center, 1 Summer St.,
Union Sq. Crafts, holiday decorations,
baked goods, rummage sale and auction. Everyone welcome, child care provided. Info. 625-4488.
Cambridge - Book Bazaar by The Second Wave, 10 am to 6 pm, at Old Cambridge Baptist Church, 1151 Mass. Ave.
near Harvard Sq. New and used books,
records, used clothing, refreshments.

4sun
NYC - West Side Discussion Group,
will present a special program devoted
to gay men and women on film.
Tti'e program will also feature a surprise feat4rette by Lenny Bruce. $2. For
info. (212) 675-0143'.
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Harry All rd ·& The Storyteller's Ar

Cambridge - Center Screen presents
· a Boston area premiere of Tom Joslin's
"Black Star, Autobiography of a Close
Friend." 7:30 & 9:30, Carpenter Ctr. For
Visual Arts, Harvard Union. $2 admission. 253-7620.
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Feminist Issues Pass Overwhelmingly

Houst on Conferenee Appro ves Lesbia n Rights
By J dne R. Marlowe
HOUSTON, Texas - Resolutions
favoring lesbian rights, the Equal
Rights Amendment, and a host of
other feminist issues passed overwhelmingly at the International
Women's Year Conference held the
weekend of Nov. 18-20 in Houston.
The conference, which was attended by
more than 2,000 women, was described
by National IWY Commission presiding officer Bella Abzug as "the most
diverse meeting of American women
ever held in this country." Although
· 15,000 anti-feminist women demonstrated in Houston during the
weekend, there were no disruptions at
the conference itself.
The
meeting
was
originally
conceived in 1975, with the U.S.
Congress providing $5 million in
funding. · Delegates to the Houston
conference were elected at individual
state
·conferences.
The
state
conferences also drew up a 26-point
National Plan of Action that would
''identify the barriers that prevent
women from participating fully and
equally in all aspects of national life''
and find ways to remove them: Lesbian
rights was approved at 30 of the 50
state meetings and thus quplified to be
part of the Plan of Action.
Five of the 26 resolutions voted on at
Houston were considered to be controversial, high-pressure issues. These
included endorsement of the ERA, a
proposal for federally funded child
care programs, abortion rights, sup- ·
port of lesbian rights, and a demand

Betty Friedan

that a cabinet-level women's department be established by Jimmy Carter.
Because of the disturbances caused
at many state conferences by rightwing groups such as the John Birch
Society and · the Ku Klux Klan, some
dusruption at the national meeting was
expected. However, there were no
major altercations, and many delegates
were surprised by the spirit of solidarity and sisterhood that prevailed. The
main problems were a result of waiting
in outrageously long lines at hotels and
rest rooms, and, to some extent, the

complaints of conservative factions
which felt that they had not been
allowed to properly air their views.
All of the items in the Plan passed,
except for the one recommending that
the President establish a cabinet-level
position to deal with women's issues.
The lesbian rights issue was a highly
volatile one, and it was feared that a
split on this issue would detract from
the support of other major issues, especially the ERA. Jean O'Leary, the only
avowed lesbian on the IWY Commission, was worried about the passage of
this resolution: "If it looks like we
won't get to it, we may amend other
resolutions, like employment, to
include lesbian rights questions,'' she
said before the vote.
Betty Friedan, a founder of the
modern women's .movement, strongly
disagreed with this. "Realistically,"
she said, "there is only one issue for
women this year and that's the Equal
Rights Amendment. Any group that
puts their issue ahead of that is playing .
right in the hands of the right wfog~ I ·
think everything else is subsidiary. We
can't quibble at this point."
However, Friedan acted to help alleviate this situation by making a speech
urging the convention to pass the
· lesbian rights resolution. This speech
made a great impact. She said, "As a
woman who has perhaps loved men too
well, I have had trouble on this issue.
This issue has divided us too long. I believe we should help the lesbians be
protected in their civil rights."
Three Massachusetts women who

attended the conference, Leslie Cagan,
Barbara Smith, and Diane DeMilio,
shared their impressions at a news conference after returning from Houston.
They felt that Friedman's convincing
argument was very inspirational, and
that many women finally felt that it
was in the interest of all women to
support lesbians.
Smith felt that a major point was
that, for the first time, women who
had never met any gay women were
seeing that they really weren't .
different. Cagan added that besides
Imeeting lesbians in their delegations, .
these women were getting the chance to
interact · with them on a more social
level, dining and standing in lines
together.
They said that the mood pn the floor
was extremely tense and volatile when
the sexual preference resolution was
being debated. According to DeMilio,
"There was a lot of anticipation. We
knew that the controversial issues were
'at the end, and when it was r:lose to a
sexual preference vote, we wondered if
people who had been voting pro-Plan
would vote against this issue." She also
mentioned some apprehension about ·
the lesbian mother issue, fearing that
the vote might be affected by delegates:
who felt that sexual preference is an
individual choice, but ksbians should
not be able to raise children. These
fears did not materialize, as the vote ·
overwhelmingly favored gay rights.
Sentiments surrounding the issue
Continued on page 7

Accusations Against Koch 'Groundless,' City Report Says
NEW YORK - Reports which circulated in the last days of the city's .
mayoral campaign claiming that Democratic nominee Rep. Edward I. Koch
had been beaten up by a homosexual
lover but had declined to press charges
have been found groundless by the
city's . Department of Investigation.
The probe by Investigation Commissioner Nicholas Scopetta was made at
the request of.Mayor-Elect Koch.
The rumors became public knowledge· just before the vote when it was
revealed that the Associated Press had
prepared an article, detailing but not
substantiating the charges. The article
was never released. Koch supporters
asserted that aides to Liberal Party
mayoral candidate Mario Cuomo were
behind a campaign to "smear" Koch
by spreading rumors that he was gay.
Additional reports stated that Police
Patrolmen's Benevolent Association
President Samuel DiMilia had similar
information about Koch. DeMilia later
denied that he ever had such information or had threatened to use it.
. After taking sworn testimony from
witnesses, including DeMilia, and examining relevant documents, the Investigations Department concluded, "Although it was reported that at one time
Mr. DeMilia had allegedly received information alleging that Mr. Koch had
. not pursued a criminal complaint, all

of the evidence, including the testimony of Mr. DiMilia himself, establishes that Mr. DiMilia does not now
have nor did he ever have any evidence
to substantiate such information.
"Furthermore, there is no evidence
whatsoever that Mr. Koch had ever
refused to pursue any criminal case."
The report noted that, after a search of

65,000 police records, the only case in
which Koch had been a complain ant
was a criminal harassment case in
1972. At that time, a panhandler had
accosted Koch in Washingon Square
Park and demanded money. The man
was found guilty and fined $50.
A spokesperson for the Mayor-Elect
said that Koch "considered the matter
1

closed." HI felt that the seriousness of
the charges and rumors raised during
the campaign warranted a full investigation. Mr. Scoppetta has made that
investigation and found there is abso- .
lutely no truth to the charges and rumors,'' said the aide, quoting Koch.

Harvard Law Teach-In Critical of ,Burger Court
By Gordon Gottlieb
The Supreme Court violates the separation of church .and state when it
bases its anti-gay decisions on Biblical
texts, Rev. Marge Ragona told 200 law
students assembled to protest . Chief
Justice Warren Burger's planned appearance at Harvard Law School Nov.17. "It is tragic_ that our folklore·
and mythology still affect our lives
3,000 years later ... All of us must
continue to protest-in the courts and
in the streets," she stated.
· The newly appointed minister of
Providence's Metropolitan Community Church was one of four speakers
participating in the anti-Burger Court
teach-in. Burger, who was to have
judged a student-run moot court case,
decided not to attend at the last minute, due to a bad back. The teach-in
went on as planned, according to moderator Margaret Montoya, since ''we
are here to address the policies of the
Burger Court and not to focus on the

Rev. Marge Ragona

personalities."
The teach-in was co-sponsored by 1f:
political organizations, including tht
National Lawyers Guild, the Black anc
Chicano Law Student Associations anc
the Ad Hoc Committee of Gay Lav.
Students. Other speakers included the
General Counsel of the National Council of Black Students who denouncec
the Burger Court as "racist to the core
and insensitive to the · needs of po01
and black people.''
Meanwhile, an open letter strongl)
critical of the policies of the Burge1
Court was signed by 467 members O '
the Harvard Law School community
The signers of the letter expressed thei1
''outrage at the consistent oppositior
the Supreme Court under Chief Justicf
Burger has shown towards the ad:
vancement of human rights. The Coun
has responded with callous indifference to the urgent claim's of ·those
seeking justice through the lega:
system."
·

[
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.news ·notes

BRIGGS BOMB PLOT FOILED
LOS ANGELES - Five persons have been arrested in Los Angeles and Houston in connection
with an alleged plot to bomb the office of California
State Senator Jahn Briggs. One of the men arrested, Clayton Van Lydegraf, was indentified by
the FBI a the head of the Prairie Fire Organizing
Committee, the above-ground faction of the Weather Underground. Van Lydegraf was ~ccused of ·
attempting to recruit people to join the group,
whose reported objectives were the assassination
of public figures and the bombing of public build'
ings.
Sen. ·Briggs is one of the principal opponents of
gay rights in California. He hod introduced a statewide initiative to permit school boards to fire gay
teachers, but the initiative was withdrawn last
month because of the threat of a lawsuit. However,
none of the five people arrested have been visible
in California gay politics and it is· not known if
Briggs' · anti-gay activities provided · the motivotron
·
,·
for the alleged pion.

BRYANT TO WICHITA
WICHITA, Kon. - Singer and anti-gay crusader
Anita Bryant is scheduled to come to Wichita on
Dec. 6 to participate in the "Revive America Crusade." The visit would be Bryant's second to
Wichita since the city council passed a gay rights
ordinance on Sept. 17. Bryant stopped at the
Wichita airport last month to confer with members
of "Concerned Citizens for Community Standards,"
a group which hos launched a petition drive to
repeal the ordinance. "My heart's desire is to do
what I can to stand against sin in this country,"
Bryant said at that time.
Bryant is scheduled to be the featured speaker at
the December rally. Although the Crusade will not
focus exclusively on the issue of homosexuality,
"the subject will be one of the items discussed "
'
said rally organizer Cecil Todd.
\

.

_BOSTON -: A support group for lesbians dealing
with seporotIon, loneliness, holiday blues, and the
exploration of new options will meet for seven
Mondays, starting November 28. The group meets
from 7-9PM at Janus House, 21 Boy Street, Cambridge. Donation is $1 and coffee and cookies are
served. For more information, call Janus House at
661-2537, and leave a message for Gail.
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BACKING1AROM THE BISHOP
The Right Rev. C. Kilmer
SAN FRANCISCO
Myers, Episcopal Bishop of California, has endorsed the ordination of women and homosexuals
to the priesthood, The Sentinel reports. In a statement to the 128th Episcopal Convention, Myers
stated, "To be a Christion is to be radically human.
The model for humoness is Jesus. I know many
· homosexuals who are radically human. To desert
them would be a desertion."
The Bishop, who has re-licensed openly lesbian
Episcopal priest, Mary Ellen Barrett; noted that "to
bury one's self in the question of the priest's homosexuality and sexuality is to lose sight of the true
meaning of the church."

ENGLAND'S BRYANT
LONDON, ENGLAND - Anti-pornography crusader Mory Whit~house, who successfully brought
London's Gay 'News to trial recently on charges of
"blasphemy;"· is "emerging OS England's answer to
Anita Bryant. In a recent speech Whitehouse asserted that the gay movement is one of 40 "strategies" a Communist plot to "destroy Western Civilization." The plan, she claimed, was to "present
homosexual degeneracy as normal and healthy."
In another address, Whitehouse used the some
strategy that Bryant used so' successfully in Dode
County - to link homosexuals with child molestation and "recruitment." "I believe that homosexual
relationships ore wrong ... the some as I believe
that lu~tful use of children in pornographic magazines is wrong." The Gay News reported her as
saying "The fact that w.henever they can, homosexuals take their leaflets and go into the school and
try and influence childr·e n is also wrong .. . .'' - · •' .
A poll by the right-wing London newspaper The
Daily Moil, listed Whitehouse as one of the ten
"most obnoxious" public personalities.

FILM BENEFIT
NEW HAVEN, ,CONN. - "In the Best Interests of
the Children," a film about lesbian mothers, will be
shown to benefit the Connecticut Gay Task Force's
Educational and Legal Defense Fund. The showing
will take place on Sunday, December 4, at the
Women's Center, 148 Orange Street, New Hoven.
Admission is $2 and there will be a roundtoble discussion ofter the film.
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Kidnapping charges
B~TON ROUGE, LA. against Baton Rouge gay activist Huey Beverly hove
been dismissed after Beverly charged that the
charges hod been pressed to embarrass him because of h_is g~y rights advocacy. Beverly was
chorg~d with kidnapping, aggravatged assault,
and simple battery, in the case of the alleged abd1Jction of a 17 year old hitchhiker
"These bogus charges were us~d to discredit
embarrass, humiliate, and 'criminalize' me ,:
Be~erly told Houston's Montrose Star. Beverly al;o
claimed that there was "no bona-fide complainant," and labelled the young man was "a stooge
and pimp of the police and police deportment."
Beverly's attorney hod originally advised him to
plead guilty and accept probation. However Beverly then fired his attorney and acted as hi~ own
counsel. In the end, the complainant in the case
.
dropped all charges.

·SUPPORTIVE LESBIAN RAP
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'KIDNAPPING' DROPPED

COMING OUT RAP

MCC AT MID-WEEK
BOSTON - Starting Wednesday, November 30,
at 8PM there will be a mid-week service at Boston's
Mei1ropoliton Commu.nity Church. The service is
described as "informal, with a time of praise to the
Lord, sharing the word, testimonies, small prayer
groups and plenty of spirited singing.'' Services are
held at the Old West Church, 131 Cambridge Street,
Boston.

DID

BOSTON - The CLEARSPACE basic introductory
course 'Coming Out', open to any lesbian woman or
gay man, is being conducted on November 28,
December 5, 12, 19 from 7:30-9:30 PM at 126
Beacon Street, 3rd fl. Boston. This 4 week course,
co-sponsored by the Emerson College Homophile
Organization and CLEARSPACE, the projected Gay
Community Center, is available without charge
although free will donations are encouraged.
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and been
She hos .received death threats socked in the face with a banana cream pie. When
she showed up in Manhattan to tape an appearance for the Today show, NBC was so worried for
her safety that guards spirited her out of the
building after the performance. She called -off a
press conference at the nearby Hilton Hotel because of warnings that hostile demonstrators
would be in the streets. Appearing in St.
Petersburg, Fla., last week, she had to change
hotels for security reasons. The victim is Singer
Anita Bryant, 37~ her tomentors ore radical gay activists, mostly male; and their fight, a bitter one
from the beginning, has token on ugly turn ...
Bryant's agent and husband Bob Green says, her
toke from show business has dropped by.70% since
the Dode County election. That is difficult to confirm, as is Bryant's charge that "conventions have
been totally inhibited from booking us.'' Bryant still
performs around the country, singing and speaking
at conventions, church meetings and conservative
get-togethers. Sometimes she seems to be benefiting from the furor. When she was picketed in St.
Petersburg last week, lagging ticket soles perked
up; she ployed to a full house of 2,000, and200 peo-

pie were turned away. She acknowledges that th~
fight has hyped sales of her eighth book, The Anita
Bryant Story, in wliich she stresses, in evangelical
terms, her personal relationship with God. She also
writes: "I don't hate homosexuals, I pray for them.''
Bryant claims that the homosexuals have
pressured the networks into blacklisting her from
talk shows - an unlikely charge, which the networks deny. She did, after ai!. appear on the Today
show . . Here and there, notably in the gay rights
stronghold of California, campaigns have been attempted to keep her off the air. Though some religious stations in Texas have received increasing
numbers of calls to let h~r sing out, no record company has bought the recent single that she re. corded on her own. Its title: There's Nothing Like

the Love Between a Woman and a Man.
"We just wont to get boc;k to leading normal
lives," soys Green. "This is no fun and games." The
gays, he contends, "are haunting us wherever we
go. They won't let her alone.'' Adds Anita: ''I'm not
intimidated by what they do. They ore making fools
of themselves.''
-Time Magazine, November 21, 1977.

Boston Health Service Enters -'New Phas-e'
by John-Fowler
BOSTON - Under recently ap.,.
pointed director Sue Rosen, Boston's
Homophile Community Health Service
is entering what might be called a ''new
phase." From an "alternative" counseling service that opened in a church
basement seven years ago, HCHS has
become a highly structured, professional therapy clinic, with staffing and
supervisory patterns similar to those of
more traditional mental health centers.
"We're stabilizing," said Rosen. "For
the first time, we're in a position to do
long-range plann1-ng."
Since opening in 1971, HCHS has
helped in excess of 2,000 area gays in
dealing with coming out, depression,
alcoholism, family and marital problems. Extensive community education
and training programs for therapists
and gay people round out the Service's
wide spectrum of programs.
Finances are a major area for longrange planning. HCHS is supp_o rted almost entirely by clients' fees, which
work on a sliding scale from $15 to
$30, with most fees averaging at the
lower end of the scale. First time visitors are charged $20 and are introduced to the variety of programs available: individual, group, or couple
counseling (including therapy for parents of gays, children of gays, entire

Susan Rosen

families, and married couples in which
one member is gay), unemployment
counseling, and the crisis service. At
this initial screening session, clients .
decided how best to make use of the
programs and staff at HCHS.
Rosen, who comes to HCHS from
the Institute for Human Identity in
New York, administers a program with
a paid staff of seven and a volunteer
staff of 22 therapists. The paid staff is
made up of experienced professional
psychotherapists from a variety of
backgrounds including psychiatry, psy-

cology, and psychiatric nursing. Volunteer therapists at HCHS are primarily younger professionals with similar
educational backgrounds. Some clinical . volunteers are advanced interns
representing various Boston area graduate programs in the mental health
professions. All therapists, both paid
and volunteer, work under psychiatric
supervision.
Approximately half the staff are
women, yet some 70% of the total
caseload is male. "We'd like to attract
more women," Rosen comIJlented,
adding, "we have to compete, of
course, with the feminist therapy collectives which may seem more attractive to women."
·.
In spite of the ever increasing caseload and the broad diversification of
programs over the years, HCHS is not
without its problems. In the pas,t, fund. ing has come principly from clients'
fees and from grants, with little help
coming from the gay community.
"We've depended for donations on a
small core of friends," Rosen explains.
"Most of our supporters otherwise
have._been less affluent gays who given
time rather than money. We're. applying to United Way this year, and to
several foundations, but we'd like to
see more financial support from afflu-

ent gays and from sympathetic heterosexuals."
"We want to get the message out,"
says Rosen, "that we're , doing solid
work here." An institute-level training
program is one of the potential directions for HCHS, assuming that its financ·ial system can be maintained. In
April, the grant which funds the extensive Family Services program at HCHS
will end. In June, state money which
supports the Alcoholism Program will
run out. While new alternatives are
sought, the clinic is looking to the gay
community for long-term backing.
States Rosen, ·"Well-to-do gays give to
straight organizations that provide
mental health services. We are the
mental health agency for the gay community, but we don't get the support."
The Homophile Community Health
Service may be reached by calling
.542-5188 for more information about
the programs it offers to the gay community. Boston Gay Hotline (counsel- _
ing and community information) is
426-9371. Persons with experience in
the mental health field, or as administrative assistants, fundraisers, publicity workers, or speakers are ·encouraged to contact HCHs · by calling or
writing to 80 Boylston, Suite 855, Boston 02116.

Massachusetts Episcopalians Support Rights
By Lisa Nussbaum
BOSTON - On the recommendation of its Commission on Human Sexuality, this year's convention of the
Episcopal Diocese of Massachusetts
passed a resolution on Nov. 5 favoring
full civil rights for gay people.
The resolution, in essence, acknowledges the practice of discrimination
against gay people in many areas of
life; affirms the need to establish civil
rights protections; and urges the
-p arishes, missions and other bodies. of
the Episcopal Diocese to press for
enactment of these protections.
The Commission, an appointed
intra-church group of 17 (about half of
whom are priests and half are - lay
people), originally took up a body of

questions dealing with sexuality, including abortion, changing roles of
men and women, homosexuality and
the changing nature of the family. The
Commission pared down the list to
homosexuality alone after determining
that the questions were too many and
too broad to all be taken together. In
reference to homosexuality, members
sought to address two questions: (1) Is
homosexuality a sin? and (2) Should
gay people be ordained as priests?
After failing to reach consensus on
either of the two questions, the Commission sought other common ground
on the issue of homosexuality. In the..~
words of John C. Lawrence, the only
openly gay person on the Commission
and vice president of Integrity/Interna-

tional, "homosexuality looms large as
the big divider issue at the next National Convention· [in 1979]. Our wish
was to come out with a position. on
homosexuality to take to the convention." Also, defeat of the Massachusetts gay rights bill, the recent Supreme
Court decision and other setbacks
emphasized the need to frame a position, Lawrence explained.
Gay civil rights became the point
which won almost unanimous support
from Commission members. The resolution, written by priest Mike Shirley
of St. Andrews Church, Belmont, went
before the statewide convention and,
owing to nearly unanimous backing by
the Commission, it passed quite
handily on a voice vote preceded bv

about 45 minutes of debate. The Diocese generally does not ignore the
recommendation of a church-appointed
commission on a resolution, especiallywhen it has nearly unanimous backing,
said Lawrence.
The Episcopal Diocese of Massachu, setts now, in effect, goes on record as
supporting civil rights for gay people.
As for the Diocese taking on an activist
role in promoting civil rights legislation, Lawrence says that it can be
called on to make statements in support of such legislation, but probably
wouldn't do so unless asked. ,His feeling is that the Diocese will have to be
reminded to enunciate its support when
the gay rights bill coJue~ up again in the
state legislature. · .., ,
~

1'

N.H. Teacher Claims Anti-Gay Stand Cost Him Jobs
MANCHESTER, NH - A former
University of New Hampshire trustee
has charged that his stand against the
gay students Organization at the University of New Hampshire caused him
to lose one job and be denied another.
Alan Bridle, a former UNH trustee and
student, now a teacher in Hampton,
New Hampshire, made the charges in
the November 22 issue of the Manchester Union Leader. Although Bridle
blamed liberals, rather than gay people, for his employment difficulties, his
charges came in the context of his
"sensitivity" to Anita Bryant's "problems" with the Florida Citrus Commission. Bryant's contract was · extended
for another year and a half by the
Florida Citrus Commission' last week.
Bridle asserted in his Union Leader
''commentary'' that after he opposed
the Gay Students Association's right to
exist on campus, "I was told that my
radio talk show, which had been
broadcast for two years, would no
longer need my services." At one
point, he sa:id, "I was informed by the
Dean of Student Affairs it was not safe
for me· to stay in my college room, as a
threat had been made on my well-being. I was under continuous attack by
the college press.''

After his graduation, Bndle was
"assured" of a teaching job in a schoo1
district near his home, where he had
already done some substitute teaching
with good recommendation from the
school principal. "Yet, when my name
was brought up to the School Board,
the principal was informed that my
positions on the UNH Board of
Trustees and my stand against the Gay
Students Organization, made me an
unsuitable candidate to be a teacher at
that school.''
''My relating the story to you now is
to show that that element which uses
threats and retaliation against those
with whom they disagree also is here in
New Hampshire," Bridle continued.
'' . . . I hope and pray for Miss
Bryant. If the Florida Citrus Growers
do not renew her contract then
they prove they are spineless
Americans . . . ''
Althou_g h Bridle did not criticize
gays,specifically, a front-page editorial
in the traditionally anti-gay Union
Leader did not hesitate to do so.
"Anyone who thinks the 'Gays' are
.just a harmless group of people 'doing
their own thing' has another think (sic)
coming!" wrote publisher William
Loeb. "Not only is their 'thing' an

abomination, according to the Bible,
not only is it a disgrace to all mankind,
but also it is a threat to the way of life
of the rest of us.
"When someone such as Anita Bryant or Allen Bridle dares to come out
against them, they pour forth their
venom and do everything possible to
interfere with the individual's success

and career.
"The tragedy of the situation is thatmuch too much publicity has been
granted these aberrations in human
form by newspapers and other organizations.
''They should be banned from all
respectable society ... ''

Spanish Communist Backs
'Affectional' Preferences'
CAMBRIDGE, MA Spanish
Communist Party leader Santiago
Carillo told a Harvard University audience last week that his party respects
'affectional preferences'' (preferencias amorosas) of all its members.
"Each person in our party has their
own literary, cultural, religious, and
affectional preferences,'' Carillo told
an overflow crowd at the university's
Science Center. "These are private
areas and no reason for the party to go
into."
Carillo, the first leader of a Western
European Communist Party to be
granted a visa to visit the United
States, made his remarks at the end of
§

a week of speaking at both Harvard
and Yale, The party leader gained the
ire of many on the American Left,
however, when he walked through
picket lines of striking service workers
to speak at Yale University. Carillo,
who spent 40 years both under~round
and in exile until the Community Party
wa~ legalized last year, -now sits in the
Spanish Parliament after his party won
about 80Jo of the vote in the recent elections. He is one of the main architects
of the "Euro communism" concept a Western European Communism that
both respects democratic traditions
and is independent of the So\:iet
Union.
·
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praise for picketf
Dear GCN:
As my half-year term as Political Action Committee -chairperson of.GAA comes to an end, I
want to say a word of commendation for the
"New York, New York" column by Harold
Pickett.
Obviously, there can be no real gay commumity and no successful gay liberation movement
without good, effective, fair and gay-controlled ·
communication among gay people. Harold Pickett's column has provided this kind of communication for the gay people of the New York metropolitan area, and it has been a real service to
the gay community here.
The work of gay movement organizations like
GAA is made much easier when there are reporters like Harold. Pickett and newspapers like
GCN around. Thank you for what you have already done, and keep up the good work in the
future.
Yours for Gay Power,
Joe Kennedy
Political Action Chairperson, GAA/NY

no plan~ing pa~t
Dear Neil:
.
The article of Anthony Domenick pertaining to
the proposed Community Center contains an
error in fact: The ,UQ.itarian Universalist Office
of Gay Concerns has' not been involved in planning for such a cenf-h : Several weeks ago, strictly
for my own personatih1formation, I attended one
public meeting that haclheen announc~d by Mr.
Bouchard. I have neither met with nor heard
from Mr. Bouchard since then nor attended any
further meetings. The inclusion of this office in
this regard 'was without my knowle.dge or permission.
Sincerely yours,
Robert P. Wheatley
Director
Office of Gay Concerns ·

model
homosexuals
Dear GCN:
... Slowly but surely the straight backlash is
becoming evident and once it gets going, we
won't be able to stop it. Life could very well be
MORE difficult in the next few years than it was
in the not-too-distant past and all because so ·
many of our brothers and sisters can't see
beyond their pathetic senses of humor. I agree
heartily with Nancy Walker in her letter in Community Voices, 11/5/77. Some of the supposedly
clever antics against people like Anita Bryant
only manage to pull sympathy to them. Stop and
think about the stereotypes of our lives - since
the stereotypes of gay men are applied to all gay
people, we are Jabel<c.,d "immature, shallow,
a-moral."
I fail to see what is so mature, profound and
moral about throwing pies in peoples' faces, or
retaliating in any such logicless way, Like most
of us, 1 have said that we should not have to live
our lives trying to prove that we are what straight
society calls "good," responsible" and "mature," that we should be able to live as individuals and be able to be treated as individuals, with
our personal preferences, quirks, etc.
But our chance to carve out lives for ourselves
on that pattern is gone. There were those of us
too ready to abuse that opportunity, to destroy
our own cha·nce and the chances of others, by

VO·ICe

providing our detractors with examples of every
fault they love to credit us with. All our militancy
and forthrightness got us something - laws were
passed, new attitudes grew up, but where are
they now? The laws are being repealed and the
attitudes are sifting away. I'm afraid we're back.
to having to be "model homosexuals," my
friends. It's our last chance. These people who
are dead-set against us have to be combatted, of
course, but DISCREDIT, don't martyr them.
Render Anita speechless by tripping her up in her
own rhetoric.
When we've REALLY managed to change society's views on homosexuality then we'll be able
to branch out and be ourselves. But if we insist
on indulging ourselves now we'll soon find that
the backlash has left us with nothing. Don't let
the illusion of freedom fool you. Sure we have
more than we've every had before, but for how
long?
Nan Hawthorne

shattered ears
Dear GCN,
My ears cry out to you! I simply cannot believe
the p1evalance of loud music in Bpston's gay
bars. 'It's "not that L dislike disco, but I tire of
leaving the 'nhihtspots with ringing ears (and
double vision, r might add, due to the silly light
shows!)

tions which cater to the Gay Community. To indulge a prurient whim, my lover and I sent off
two orders for "erotic literature" (which is tµ say
porno) to two well-known commercial enterprises which specialize in that sort of thing,
namely BLUEBOY MAGAZINE and BRENTWOOD. After a month, during which time both
checks were cashed, I wrote a polite note to each ·
place, inquiring as to the whereabouts of our
orders. Silence. Two weeks" later 1 repeated the
inquiry, with a little less politesse. It has now
been over two months since the orders were sent,
and we have received nary a word in response,
nor has the ordered merchandise arrived.
It is infuriating enough to get ripped-off by
any mailorder house, and even more so to be
rudely ignored by the personnel of that establishment. To get this sort of shoddy treatment from
gay businesses which purport to be serving the
Gay Community, and when the publisher of one
(BLUEBOY) has boasted of his organization's
virtues on national television (Phil Donahue,
Chicago), is both infuriating and insulting ...
At least, with a little publicity, perhaps BLUEBOY and BRENTWOOD will adopt more courteous and honest practices, once they know that
not all their customers are. nervous professional
types from Belair or Coconut Grove who won't
make any noise for the sake of privacy. If GCN
' would sent each place a complimentary copy of
the Jssue this letter appears in, it might wake up a
few fellas in the sunny cities.
Sincerely,
U. G. Dietz

It seems strange to me that any meeting of
people could occur under these circimstances! Or
is this the politics of bars: one loses from the
start - one is set up for it?
Please, is there any place in tow_n that I can go
where the music isn't ear shattering or must I just
stand back and get blasted?
Sincerely,

consumer's
complaint
Dear GCN:
' Has it ever occurred to the Gay Community
· that we' ks · a group of consumers might -n eed
. some special sort of speqial "consu_m er. protection?" I admit, it had never occurrnd to me, until
1 happened to get ripped-off by two organiza-
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by David Brill
Barney Frank and Jack Backman
recently anrn;mnced that they would
not support Michael Dukakis for reelection as governor in 1978. This announcement, coming as it did from two
of the Duke's earliest supporters, was
but one manifestation of the substantial erosion of support that Dukakis
has incurred.
Maybe it was something in the stars,
or perhaps even the drinking water,
which, in 1974, caused the voters to
misperceive so many candidates. It
isn't only Dukakis. Frank Bellotti, for
example, had 49% of the state vote
against him, but now is one of the most
popular politicians in the state.
On September 10, 1974, I was standing a few feet away from Michael Dukakis in the grand ballroom of Boston's 57 Restaurant after he had just
defeated Robert Quinn for the Democratic nomination. With glee, he
shouted, "I will not let you down."
Hey, Governor, guess what: You let
us down.
What should gay people have expected from Dukakus? T,o answer that ·
question, it is necessary to look at the
records of governors 'of two other
states: Pennsylvania's Milton Shapp
issued .an executive order banning discrimination in state employment, Jerry

. Brown has ordered homophobia
screening in state employment in California, and tepidly opposed the nowwithdrawn "Briggs initiative to ban gay
teachers. Each of them has official
contacts in the gay community, while
Shapp has established a Governor's
Commission on Sexual Minorities.
The Dukakis record is at best one of
inaction. As chairperson of the Democratic National Committee's Platform
Poljcy Committee in 1976, Dukakis
was in an ideal position to push for a
gay rights plank, but instead, he succumbed to pressure not to from the
Carter forces. Despite considerable
campaign rhetoric about support for
"affirmative action," he failed to appoint a single lesbian to the 27-member
Governor's Commission on the Status'
of Women. (Even Frank Sargent appointed Elaine Noble!) There has been
no executive order from Dukakis, and,
in fact, he announced at a Governor's
Town Meeting in western Massachusetts last October that he supported the
Equal Rights AmendIJlent because he
was sure that it would not allow homosexual marriages, which he opposed.
We expected more from Dukakis,
and rightly so. There should be a gay
liaison in the governor's office, and
there should have been strong pro-gay
statements this year during the homophobia hysteria nurtured by Anita Bry-

.,

ant and Sen. David Locke of Wellesley.
However, the governor's record is
not all bleak. He did, it should be
noted, write letters to legislative committee chairmen stating that he supported the gay rights bills. To his
credit, he vetoed the Flynn-Doyle antiabortion· bill. And certainly, Margaret
Burnham will be a lot more sensitive to
gay concerns at Bos.ton Municipal
Court than Joe DeGuglielmo.
But perhaps the single best contribution Dukakis has made has been the
appointment of good people. By
naming former Rep. Larry Buxbaum
of Sharon to the post of Assistant Secretary of Consumer Affairs, former
Rep. Dennis Kearney of Charlestown
as Sheriff of Suffolk County, and former Civil Liberties Union lobbyist
Joan Tuttle as Assistant Secretary of
Environmental Affairs, Dukakis has
made a number of state agencies more
responsive to gay interests. (Tuttle deserves special recognition in this vein,
as she has worked to end MDC police
harassment of gay men in cruising
areas.)
But still, there is something in~
humane, if not inhuman, about a governor that would find money to build a
road for Digital Electronics, while at
the same time taking away medical
assistance for welfare recipients. In
Congress (The Hyde Amendment) and
Continued on page 5
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Talk ing Polit ics
in the legislature (The Flynn-Doyle
bill), we have seen the real batHe lines
are drawn between the haves and the
have-nots. If you could draw an imaginary line through the State House, and
put business, industry, and the antigay, anti-abortion forces on one side,
and the pro-human rights, pro-justice
forces on the other, Dukakis would
have trouble deciding where to stand.
And that's not good.
But back to Barney and:Jack. Jack,
for the record, said he's not sure any
one candidate would interest him at
this time, and says he just may "sit
out" next year's election. Barney is
thinking of several candidates, including former House Speaker David Bartley of Holyoke. (Frank has even been
pondering the team of Middlesex
County Sheriff John Buckley and Rep.
Barbara Gray of Framingham - Republicans!)
)3ut if Dukakis is bad, what about
the other choices? Bartley would have
signed the Flynn-Doyle bill, the death
penalty bill, and has the motivation to
make Robert Quinn a j\1dge. Senate
President Kevin Harrington, for all his
brilliance, would make the governor's
office a surrogate utility company.
Former Massport head Ed King would
take a bulldozer to the Back Bay if
some manufacturer wanted to build
·
factory.

The only decent alternatives - if
one needs to find one - are on the Republican side. Rep. Frank Hatch of
Beverly is a reliable gay rights supporter with a, long record of decency as
a legislator. And M.iddlesex County
Sheriff John Buckley would be innovative and desirable, but neither he nor
Hatch appears aboutito beat Dukakis.
So maybe Jack Backman is right in
sitting out the 1978 governor's race.
The present incumbent is certainly not
the type oficandidate to whom I would

?SASi70T SToC~

Contact Lenses

a

port for funding for social welfare and
prison reform, he called Harrington's
liberal record "a quiet one" and predicted that, as governor, Harrington
''would do no less for gay rights than
Dukakis.'' (Barney noted that a gay
rights bill passed the Senate this year,
and that "if Harrington didn't want it,
it wouldn't have passed.")

give a vote with the same enthusiasm
next year as in 1974, but by the same
token, the alternativ'es are equally
non-plussing. Well, sure, given the
rightward tide of politics these days,
we could do worse than Mike Dukakis.
But not much.
Barney, though, defended Harrington in a recent interview. Citing the
Senate President's long history of sup-

Continued from page 4

Youth Remanded in. Shooting
MIAMI, Fla. - A young man who
shot a Miami gay bartender with a BB
gu~ outside a gay dance here has been
remanded to custody of the Yquth Services Division · with a, suspended
sentence. The judge in the case, Justice
Seymour Gelber, also ordered that full
- restitution be made to the victii-TI and
that a follow-up report be made in 60
days and every 60 days thereafter.
The youth had pleaded no contest to
charges of aggravated battery and use
of a weapon in the BB gun shooting of
John Ward last June 27. Ward
suffered a collapsed lung after he was
shot while waiting for a t.axi in
Cocoanut Grove.
The judge's decision Game after the
defense had introduced three football
coaches as witnesses in an attempt to
persuade the court that an athletic
program would be sufficient means of
rehabilitation for the youth.
However, Justice Gelber refused .to

Governor Michael Dukakis
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accept defense arguments and asserted,
"I don't believe for one minute that
. the athletic program at Coral Gables
High School, as good as it is, has the
kind of impact that we are talking
about here, as it relates to how people
treat one another. This case is one of
the most distressing ones I've had
before me and I'm not prepared to
view this as an ordinary situation. The
community suffered terrible damage
here as a result of this, and I want the
community to know that we are not
going to tolerate this kind · of
behavior."
Court appointed youth counselor
Jose Osario had recommended to the
court that the youth' be committed to
youth service programs and suspended
sentencing as Imig as the defendant
agreed to psychotherapy, family counand
programs,
school
seling,
restitution to the victim.
The Dade County Gay Coalition
praised the judge's decision and
expressed their approval that he
"treated thfa case as a very serious
matter.'' In the courtroom, John
Ward, victim of the attack, said that
· "I would like to see the young man
work with physically or mentally
handicapped persons for a couple of
year~ to make him more aware of what
life is really about."
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" T ony Bosco , creator (there is no oth er
app ropriate ~ord ) o f the excellent ·H ouse· restaurant in Brighto n
recen tly opened a bar in the base ment of the sam e buildi ng . Cd lie d
T he Delivery Entrance· Predictably. the design of the place 1s
wo nderful: a low -bea med ce iling. warm qui'lrry -tile floors. sto ne
and ro ugh-panelled walls: a di m room filled w ith p illows for
provocative lounging. wicker chairs and palms _set on ori ental
carpets. a few discreet ga mes ··

- Joseph Cain. In Touch
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Calend ars! Colorf ul gifts that
~ill bright en every ne~ day of
a specia l ne~ year
WATERCOLORS

FINE A .R T AND
PHOTOGRAPH.Y
FOR THE WALL

13 lovely examples of this most delicate art
form by such renowned artists as Cezanne,
Kandinsky and Renoir .
$14.50
l7" X 19 ¼"

DUMONT ART 78

13 vividly beautiful watercolors by the celebrated botan'ist,artist, Otto Kunz .
$4 .95
83/4" X 123/4"

A poster-sized calendar featuring the graphic
innovations by leading artists, such as Ren~
Magritte , George Segal and David Hockney .
13 color prints , published cooperatively with
one of .Euro pe's finest art publishers.
$16.00
19 ¼ " X 23½"

VANITY FAIR

THE WOMAN'S CALENDAR

CALENDAR OF FLOWERS

Covers from Vanity Fair magazine. 13 color
prints in the Art Nouveau tradition.
$6.95
ll"x 17"

THE FLOATING WORLD
A Quartet of Japanese Prints
The world of beautiful women and elegant ,
men in 18th-century Japan is exquisitely ..
portrayed on four triptychs painted by artists
· such as Hiroshige , and Utumaro. Each print is
bound independently of the calendarium
page . Publishedylith the Minneapolis Institute
of Arts.
.$ ~,95
20 " X 16"

TREASURES O F-ISLAM
13 ma-1nificent prints depicting the splendors
of Islamic art. The brilliant colors , many with
gold overleaf, and exquisite themes of Persian
and other Islamic paintings are expertly reproduced under exacting museum specificatio ns.
Published with the Los Angeles County Museum of Art.
$7 .95
ll " xl6 '// '

GRAND PRIX
37 thrilling color photographs of sport s car
action and racers .
$8 .95
19 " X 13"'

SKIING CALENDAR
12 action-packed color photographs. fr o m
racing a nd jumping to cross-co un try and
climbing .
$8.9 5
18 ' ' xll ' o"

SAILING 78
13 spect acular full -co lo r photo gra phs. mo st ly
of l\merican yach ts . by Eric Schweika rdt.
Spo rts 1llu s tra ted 's leadi ng sailing p ho tographer .
$ ] 0 .00
15 1 i" X 2 1' "

VERY SPECIAL
~NGAGEMENT
CALENDARS
WATERCOLORS OF NATURE
13 delightful watercolors of birds. flowers ,.
and animals by the beloved artist Meyer-Gasters.
$10.00
10 1, / ' X 15:,:1"

ANCIENT ICONS
Great religious figures, biblical stories, and
allegories ·as seen through early Christian art
in 13 vibrant illustrations.
1
$]0.00
] ] ·; : " X 16'/i"'

KLEE
Maste1,works by the foremost artist of fantasy, Paul Klee. 13 color prints.
$12.50
16' :,''xl9 1/1 "

IMPRESSIONISM IN DETAIL
13 carefully selected details. designed to
capture the essence of impressionist masterpieces , from great works by such artists as
Monet , Qegas, Van Gogh and Gauguin .
$13.50
171/i' ' xl9'/2 "

PICASSO 78
A new edition o f one o f the most collected
calendars, featuring 13 co lor prints by the
master of mode rn art.
$14.50
17"xl9¼ "

!
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An all-new format and title for the best-selling
calendar /book of feminist history, humor ,
and achievement, The Liberated Woman 's
Appointment Calenc;iar . Now in its eighth
year - and better .rhan ever , with more ro o m
for appointments bur just as much fact and
illustration. 128 p.ages,. 52 illustrations ..
,
$ 3.95 •
6" X 9"

THE JEWISH CALENDAR
Unusual fact s and illustrations about Jewish
history, religion and everyday life in America
and Israel, plus useful inform2.tion - about
holidays and candle-lighting times . and selec t,ions from religious works . 128 pages. 50
illustrations.
$3.95
6" X 9 "

THE CRAFTS CALENDAR
52 projects covering such various crafts as
home furnishings, toys, wearing apparel. gifts.
plus many oth(!r . satisfying do-it-yourself
ideas. Also includes dates of exhibitions.
festivals. fairs .
$3.95
8" X 9 ' "

THE PET CALENDAR
26 pets. ranging from cats and dogs to
kink ajous and ducks. ar e por trayed in this
fir st-of-a-kind calendar. All types of ·· domestic·· pets are depicted in amu sing and cap t ivating illustrat ions. along with practica l info r matio n on what one_should and sh o uld not d o to
care fo r each pet - and what you sho ulcl
conside r when you involve yourself with the
pet.
$ 4 .50
6" X 9 ''

NATIVE VOICES:
A Calendar of American Writers
Photograph s o f ·som e o f A meri ca ·s most famou s writer s, with excerpts fr o m t heir own
words and o bserva tions by o thers abo ut them.
S4 .5 0
6 " x 9'"

THE MYSTERY AND SUSPENSE
CALENDAR
F or all dev o tees of m y steries. this calendar
includes illusfratio ns o f some of the most
famous dete ctives and suspense scenes. as well
as information about authors. detectives. and
other noteworthy events in the who-dunnit
field .
$4.50
6"' X 9 ··

THE SMITHSONIAN CALENDAR
FOR 1 978 The P&aceable King.do,m
An elegant and delightful album of fanciful
birds and animals. From the magnificent
color-with-gold tapestry detail on the cover to
paintings.- folk works. and entrancing drawings on the inside. this calendar captures the
allure of a legendary world. 70 illustrations.
with more than 40 in color.
$5.95
7" X 8"'

IN CELEBRATION OF FLOWERS
The natural beauty of wild and cultivated
flowers is celebrated in 26 6eautiful color
illustrations. with excerpt s from prose and
poetry, and charming drawings.
$ 5 .95
6 " X 9°"

THE SEA
Exquisite photographs conveying the many
moods of the sea by the distinguished photog rapher Eric Schweikardt . and evocative quo ta tions from a variery of au t hors. 52 illustra tio ns , 26 in full co lo r .
$5 .95
8 ' ' X 8 1 /'

583 Boylston and at the Copley Plaza
247-3730
.
Open: Monday-Friday: 9 to 9
Saturday : 9 to 6
Sunday: 12 to 6

FROM MILADY TO MS:
Images of Women in American Art
Reissued by popular demand. An outstanding
selection of paintings depicting the many
faces of woman, with historical notes and
. quotations on the status of women through
our past. Published with the Corcoran Gallery
of Art , Washington, D.C. 26 color illustrations.
$5.95
8"x8 ½"

THE ANTIQUES MAGAZINE
ENGAGEMENT CALENDAR .
Prized antiques, plus detailed captions, dates
of important antique shows, and historical
information. Published in cooperation with a
leading antiques magazine. 52 illustrations.
$5.95
6" X 9"

KIBI IN CHINA:Tales from a Japanese Scroll
The adventures of Kibi, the 8th-century ja.
panese ambassador to China, are related in
.vign,ettes from this famous scroll. 50 illustrations depict the many tests of skill and
learning he cleverly conquered. Published in
cooperation with the Museum of Fine Arts ,
Boston.
$5.95
8"' X 7"

IN DETAIL:

CJps~.~Lopk at
.

Old Master Paintings

Designed to reveal the masterpieces within
masterpj.eces , this calendar focuses on the
beauty hidden within paintings. l 06 illustrations of famous works of art and beautiful
color details. Pubhshed in cooperation with
the Philadlephia Museum of Art.
$ 6.95
8' " X 9· ·

SOME CALENDARS
THAT YOU·CAN
WRITE ON AND
SOME BIG ENOUGH
TO COVER A WALL!
THE MOVIE FAN'S CALENDAR
Nostalgia stills from all-time favorites, plus a
mine o f cin ema history and lore - perfe ct for
film trivia fans .
$ 3 .95
14 1/2' 'x 21 "

INTERMEZZO:
A Calendar for Music Lovers
15 pho tographs and paintings of musicians
and music-related scenes , plus quotations
about music and musicians, and historical
dates.
$3.95
14'1,(" x21 "

GRAPHICS 365
Big, ' bold, and elegant, this truly contemporary creation- with large black Helvetica type
on a stark white background - has become the
designer's standard for both office and home .
$12 .00
45 " X 32"

78 AT A GLANCE
Three feet wide, six feet deep , with the same
bold Helvetica graphics that made GRAPHIC
365 sought after by design -conscious people
around the world.
$ 3.~5
36" X 72"

SPECTRA 78
Modern graphic excellence and a rainbow of
color make this a unique calendar with each
• month on a die-cut page of different, vivid
hue.
$6.95
11 ¼" X 13"

7 DELIGHTFULLY
DIFFERENT
POSTCARD
CALENDARS
Here ·are calendars that are colorful. appealing
and useful. These calendars have thirteen
full-color illu strations in a 5 ½" by 9" format.
They are spiral bound and the reproductions
can be detached and used , as specially
thoughtful postcards (they are backprinted
for this purpose). $3.5 0 each.

• DANCING TIMES
•FOLK QUILTS
•ICART'S WOMEN
• A NINETEENTH
CENTURY GARDEN
•ICONS
•KATE GREENAWAY'S
- CALENDAR OF GAMES
•ART OF OUR TIME

THE GAY ENGAGEMENT
CALENDAR
.. .people to see ...places to be ... and the perfect
calendar to make sure you remember 1
This unique calendar for both gay men and
women is filled with important dates, fasci nating happenings , unusual achievements
·
from the gay past and present.
The 60 striking illustrations compiled for this
year 's calendar make it especially entertain·
ing, witty and useful.
The perfect gift your yourself and your gay
friends.
$4.95

A PRIDE OF CATS
I 3 unusual artworks depicting cats - fanciful ,
charming , wistful - in large color reproductions.
$4.95
11 ., X 18 ' "

THE FOOD CALENDAR ,
13 mouth-watering photos of fruits and vegetables, with a recipe for each month and
anecdotal information.
$4 .95
14 1/z' ' X 22"

THE AMERICAN VISION:
A Smithsonian Calendar

AN-DTHAT'S
.NOT ALL ...
Copley Flair has over 275 different
calendars carefully chosen for thier color, imagination and excitement - chosen
to match the bright hopes of the new
year, picked to catch the special interests of Copley Flair's customers.

INDIAN ARTS

Calendars that celebrate Sherlock
Holmes, and Mickey Mouse - Undersea
Life and Star Wars - Alpine Beauties and
those of Japan - I Ching and the Hobbits - Jewish Folk Art and California
Living, special engagement calendars for
gays and executives .

Full-co lor reproductio ns o f the m agnificent
art s and cr afts created by some of North
America ·s most inventive and expressive Indian artist s.
$ 4 .95
10'/4" X 17 ' '

WHERE ELSE WILL YOU FIND SUCH
A SELECTION OF SPECIAL GIFTS
FOR SPECIAL PEOPLE?

12 beautifully reproduced masterpieces of
American art selected from the Smithsonian
Institutio.n 's museums , including works by
Winslow Homer. Georgia O 'Keeffe , and
George Lukas.
$ 4 .9 5
14 1 2" X 22 " .

Member:
Gay Business Association

"Join Us At The Big Splash"

,

new york, new york
By Harold Pickett
By Harold Pickett
NEW YORK - Under the Freedom
of Information Act, the Gay Activists
Alliance has received a reply to an
appeal it filed earlier this year with the
Department of Justice. The appeal
resulted from the "insufficient" material previously received when GAA
requested its FBI files. At that time,
only a few pages of material was sent.
Now, it's reported that an additional
86 pages will be released. Art Gursch,
secretary of GAA, says that the only
materials still to be withheld or deleted
are those which "consist of names of
special agents and materials referring
to third parties and bureau sources."
Gursch feels that even this decision
may be appealed if a precedent can be
found which would enable GAA to get
a court order for the release of the
names of agents . .
Monday, Nov. 28, at 7:30p.m., is the
·next meeting of the Men's Center, a
group composed of men with varying
sexual orientations who are exploring
consciousness and personal liberation
in
a
loving
and
non-sexist
environment. They have a new meeting
place at Washington Square Methodist
Church parish house, one flight up, at
133 W. 4th St., between 6th and MacDougal. Future meetings will be on
each Monday after that.
The Soho News, a weekly city paper,
is one of the most enjoyable and least
homophobic publications that I read,
with the exception of Bob Weiner's
column. Weiner tries for some
imagined self-importance and has for a
few weeks been attempting to carry on
a one-sided feud with the Voice's gay

columnist, Arthur Bell. As David
Rothenberg noted in a recent ·issue of
; Gaysweek, Weiner often stoops to
homophobic, personal attacks on Bell.
Weiner sounds to me either like a jilted
ex-lover or one who's personally
jealous of Bell's. self-acceptance and
public success as an open gay.
Aside from Weiner, the paper has
good coverage of gay news and appropriate references. In a recent issue,
Larry Lopez, writing in the '' Albany
Circus" column, brought Governor

Carey to task for neglecting to support
gay rights.
Lopez writes "Despite a campaign
promise to, support equal rights for
homosexuals, · Hugh Carey has cut the
budget of the state's staunchest gay
rights advocate and steadf~stly refused
to put his name on gay legislation.
'' And according to gay and straight
activists, the governor has even refused
to answer their letters or to turn the
letters over to someone else for a
response, his usual practice.''

Lopez continues "For otie thing.
Carey has twice rejected Human Right::Commissioner Werner Kramarsky' .:;
plea to make gay rights a part of his
legislative program and is about to
reject it a third time."
The article concluded with an appropriate quote by Albany gay lobbyist
John Nehrich who feels it will be necessary for gays to start bloc voting on .1
one-issue basis. "After all," Nehrich
stated, "the voting booth is one of the
best closets there is."

Houston C·o nfere nee Backs -L esbian Rights
Continued from page 1

varied widely throughout the weekend.
The "Pro-Family Coalition" ran a
half-page ad in Houston newspapers
showing a little girl holding a bouquet
of flowers, asking, "Mommy, when I
grow up, can I be a lesbian?" On the
other hand, many were touched by the
sight of a woman and her child holding
a poster that read, "LesbianMothers
are Pro-Family."
Anita ·Bryant, who did not attend,
said that she believed that the IWY
conference was a farce, and that most
American women would not favor a
resolution supporting lesbianism. · She
also criticized the government-f undihg
of the conference.
The spearhead of anti-feminism,
Phyllis Schlafly, stated before the
weekend that the conference would be
"the death knell of the women's liberation movement." But, according to the
perceptions of most women there, this

was not the case, and if the women's
movement was ringing any bells, they
were bells of triumph.
·
Neither Congress nor the President
are obligated to act on any of the
resolutions, and many of those who at-

tended realiud that this conference
was not an end in itself, but a majm
step -in the couFse of a long battle. As
Bella Abzug put it, "We are hert
running for equality. We'll never rur.for cover on this journey."

Harry Allard writes stories· for children. His latest is It's So Nice To Have
A Wolf Around The House (Doubleday), illustrated by James Marshall. Wolf is Allard's 6th book published
in the last four years. As a relative newcomer to children's books, Allard has .
drawn attention and an audience.
''This year has been a very good year
for -me," he said. "The tree has just
blossomed. Miss Nelson Is Missing
came out in April ·and has sold over
15,000 copies. Crash Helmet came out
in May. And Wolf in September."
Miss Nelson, like Wolf, is illustrated
by the prolific and talented James
Marshall. Crash Helmet has illustrations by the Egyptian-American artist,
Jean-Claude Suares, whose pen-andink drawings are often seen on the
Op-Ed page of The New York Times:
Speaking of The Times, two of
Allard's recent books were favorably
reviewed in consecu'tive issues of The
Times Book Supplement.
"A Times review js good for one's
ego, but actually there are two better
reviews in School Library Journal and
American Library Association. Starred
reviews. That means that,'like zombies,
librarians go out and buy it. The Social
Library Journal can make or break a
book no matter what The Times
thinks."
Harry Allard was in his mid-40's before he started ·. writing children's
books. It wasdhrough his. friendship
with Jim Marshall that his first book
developed, The Stupids Step Out
(GCN?/20/74). "James is tremendous
both as an illustrator and as a writer. It

After school his first job was workwas my great break to begin· with him.
ing in the offices of Kraft Cheese
I think we share a sense of humor. He
always knows what I'm , doing. We . -filing. "I couldn't even do the filing.
It wasn't that I didn't know the alphacomplement each other." Marshall, a
bet. I seemed to antagonize people by
writer/illustrator of staggering producmy very existence. You know that
tivity and imagination, has over a
lower-middle-class mentality. The
dozen titles in print. His most recent is
office people there were like dogs
A Summer In The South.
smelling each others' behinds. It makes
Harry was born in Chicago in 1928
me think of when Yul Brynner fled
and grew up there during the DepresFrance in 1940. Jean Cocteau, whose
sion. His father ran a music
finances were at n_eap tide then, told
school-"it was phoney"-that was,
him: 'Yul, I'd like to give you a goingat best, marginal. His was not the ideal
away present, but I just don't have any
childhood. "It's hard for me to remoney. But I'll-give you a piece of admember the Depression. I.t just seems
vice that's worth more than anything
grey. I've just ' blotted it out of my
else in the world: Never deal with
· mind. I did go to the movies every Satfools!' "
urday with my sister. It cost a quarter.
One way out of Chicago (and Kraft
Movies were the only things that kept
Cheese) was the Army. Harry was
' people alive. I remember being the fall
drafted in 1950. He served on the front
guy for the family, having to take the
lines in the Korean War in a communirent down to the ogress of a landlady
cations outpost. He used the time to
so that my parents wouldn't have to
read Proust from A to Z. After his disface her. I had a little dog, a Boston
charge, he went to Paris. "I meant to
terrier named Sally. I think everyone
stay a year. I stayed three years and
who's gay has had the same kind of
then went back for another year. I'd
life. You live in your own dream
love to live in France again, but it beworld. I think growing up gay provides
comes less and less possible to reara very fertile ground for imaginative
range one's life. The two cities I like
efforts. For example, I made puppets
best are Paris and San Antonio.
and had puppet shows. The gay temperament is very introspective. I think · Sounds strange, but San Antonio is a
lovel.y city, completely Mexican. It's a
gay people ask questions much earlier
lotus-land, people sitting by swimming
than other people-metaphysical quespools with a glass of gin and tonic for
tions. Almost always your parents are
the next 35 years. But, if I could do it,
at each other's throat. Mine were. You
I'd live in the south of France, where
learn to question everything. The
all those prehistoric cave paintings are
normal temperament asks 'How?'near the Spanish border.''
How am I going to get a better car, a
better job? An<! the philosophical :' , . Jn Paris, Allard supported himself
te~ching at Berlitz. During his years
temperament asks 'Why?' I ask: 'Why
~et a better job?' "

Harry Alla d

of Children'
Tai s About

*

Time to get ready for bed,'' said Mrs. Stupid.
The Stupids put on their sleeping clothes.
Don't we look handsome," said Mr. Stupid
11

11

From TIie Stupids Step Out, Artwork by James Marshall

Harry Allard

and his cats.
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there, he had several interviews with
Jean Cocteau. Allard's American
roommate was doing his doctorate on
American plays performed in Europe.
Cocteau translated Williams' Streetcar
Named Desire. Since Allard's roommate spoke no French, Harry agreed to
go along as translator. "So we went to
meet Cocteau at the Pala-is Royal
where he lived. Cocteau was in his
white terry-cloth bathrobe, scratching
his balls, surrounded by journalists.
Just a carnival. All these interviews
going on. He had become like the Eif-fel Tower. He said to us: 'We really
can't talk here.' So we went to a huge
5-story house and the butler let us in.
We talked there. Cocteau never answered anybody's questions. He'd say
things like: 'I know I'll never live long
enough to see the de-gravitation of the
earth.' Apparently he had some news
that there was this scientific ,break.through that the earth was going to be
de-gravitated. Then he gave me some
drawings. That was nice. And now he's
.
. .
gone.
His Paris days over, Allard returned'
to Chicago in the mid-'50's. "I was 27,
a little old for graduate school. There
. was really nothing I could do." The
only marketable skill h~ had developed,

was teaching French. He finally got a
job as a language instructor. "I
wouldn't have got the job if a French
teacher hadn't dropped dead of a heart
attack in the library. That was my big
break. So I went to Wisconsin to
teach."
Allard continued his own education
at a series of schools, while teaching,
until -he finally earned his PhD. from
Yale a few years ago. "Wherever you
taught, you were always at the bottom
of the totem pole if you didn't have a
doctorate. So I went to Yale and -got
my fancy doctorate. I thought I could
write my own ticket' at last. But that
was just at the time everything folded
up for language teachers." He's cur-·
rently teaching French at Salem State
College and has tenure there.
Harry Allard is a romantic. There is
a quality of belief in things magical in
his conversation and certainly in his ·
work. He lights up with an appreciation at wonderful things, a rare quality
in a middle-aged man. His conversation sparkles with delightful nonsequiters. His politics, such as they are,
are monarchical, but of the simplistic
movie-tone Prisoner of Zenda-type.
"Governments are, by· definition, a
mess. Let them at least be glamorous."

The foilet wouldn't fill up. I had to fill
it with the hand-held shower thing."
Though he has established a reputation as a successful author of stories
for children, Allard has few sp'ecific
thoughts on the genre. Although he
does think, "there's a kind of mafia of
a certain type of editor. They try to
manipulate children through children's
literature. They try to inject some currently popular mythology into the
child's mind. There's a recent crop of
these anti-sex-stereotype books, little
boys making doilies and fudge and
little girls playing football. It's a good
idea, but I don't think the kids are interested. I think the domain of children's literature is imagination. Because
you can just do anything. You can start
with anything and go on from there.
The great pitfall you must look out for
is camp, writing only to amuse your- ·
·
self."
As to his own tastes in the genre: '·'I
don't have any. That's the point. I
never read the books. I'm only interested in the Brothers Grimm. which I read
in German now. I think that if there's
anything I admire, it's Grimm, because
if you read the first line, you have to
read more. Always the first sentence is
so amazing. You can't believe it. There
are breaks in the stories when there's ·
an absence of casuality. Things just
happen, just like in life.''
It's a common but misinformed idea
that writing stories for children is easy
work. Many people think that anybody
can turn out salable and successful product for children. The besfresponse is
to advise people to attempt it. It is not

ard: A Teller
's Stories
t His Life

k

By John Mitzel

~

RE
~
Adrawing
from Mr. Cocteau
to Mr. Allard.

killed himself. These writers have been
tive and teaching children to laugh at
ignored for tl'\e last 30 years. But the .
people who had low IQs. She just missreason I'm translating Drieu is as an
ed the point. But after that, Gene Shaexercise. It's harder than I thought it
lit raved about The Stupids on The
was. It's really hard to get something
Today Show, and that made it.,, A
that's faithful to the original sentence
further adventure of the wacl_c.-o Stupid
so that it's English but not wooden
Family is now in press, The Stupids
English. You don't want to betray the
Have A Bal/.
style of the writer. Someone like CocOther projects underway are another
teau would be easy to translate because
translation of a children's book from
French. Two original titles are in the · he writes in simple sentences."
Even though the children's stories
works: May I Stay and Bumps In The
are short, compact narratives, the atti-•
Night. Allard is also working on a
tudes and imagination filling them
translation of a novel, Gilles, by the
have counterparts in Allard's own life.
French collaborationist writer, Pierre
He has his favorites from among his
Drieu La Rochelle. "There's a whole
own books. "Sometimes there are
group of fascist artists in every country
things that are more serious. Like this
in the last war who puzzle people bebook about the wolf. I think one of the
cause they were on the losing side but
reasons it's cohesive is because, probthey often had more talent than a lot of
ably without my knowing it, it came
people. Ezra Pound. Even T. S. Eliot
· from a deep side of myself. It's about
was accused of being pro-fascist, and
an old man, dottering and senile, on
perhaps he was, at least temperamenthis last legs. When I wrote it, I was livally. Some writers have been ignored in
ing in Nahant, like Napoleon in exile
France because they are embarassing to
on St. Helena, feeling sorry for myself.
the current mythology. The only one
I think the story's a projection of
who escapes oblivion is Celine who was
myself. And some creature, perhaps
so flagrantly fascistic, he even embaramoral, but with great animal vitality,
rassed the fascists-he accused the
comes along and injects me with his
Pope of being Jewish. (When the Allies
furry animalism."
came to liberate Paris, Celine fled to
A lovely thought, and a nice hope.
Germany on a bicycle with a 24-yearBut not one to be realized at this moold cat in a sack.) Arletty, the lesbian
ment. Allard currently lives alone with
actress (enshrined forever as Garance
seven quite delightfully plump and lanin Les Enfants Du Paradis) was in the
guid cats as companions. "Any (Russame boat. She was struck from the
sian) candidates please put a petite ancivil list for two years. It was sort of a
nonce in either The Redl Paper or The_
Purgatory they were put into; they
Phoenix.
couldn't work. Paul Morand was also
greatly compromised. He was a writer.
Brasillach was actually shot. Drieu

fj~)
.While Kitty was parking the car, Stan~ley Stupid saw
som,thing amusing.
Look at those funny-looking people in the window,'' he said to his family.·
Yes, they are certainly stupid looking,''said .Mrs.
Sfupid.
"Don't stare at them, children. It's impolite/'
11

11

From 'TIie Stupids Step Out, Artwork by James Marshall

It is more the storybook image of monarchy that attracts his imagination. He
once said: "I'd love to live in a country
where the men wear uniforms to the
opera and the women wear lots of
jewelry."
Historical Russia is all bound up
with this image. There are photos and
momentos of the Romanovs in every
room of his apartment. Allard is fascinated with Russia and Russians and
has traveled to the USSR twice in the
past two years. "I went to Russia because in another life I felt I was a
Russian. I've known so many Russians
in my life. · I adore Russians. The Russians I knew .in Paris were nocturnal.
They always had cats. They were extremely generous and .disorderly. And
the Russians· in Russia are the same, at
least the ones I met. That's why I went
the second time_ In Russian, they
almost never use the verb- 'to have,'
which is so common in other languages. They say: 'by me is.' Some ·
philosophers have speculated that perhaps right in the language itself is a
lack of possessiveness. Russia is vast
and mysterious. Of course it's grim
now. Nothing works. When I walked
into my hotel room there, I found two
inches of water on the bathroom floor ..

as simple as it might appear. One must
write for children, not at them or to
them, and it is a difficult mix to get the
right tone, the right imaginative quality, the right economy of words, and
the right fantasy in the narrative. "In
the academic world, there's a scornmixed with envy for the money-about
writing children's books. They all
think they could do it if they didn't
have their scholarly work to · do on
Melville's left big toe."
Harry was once asked to teach a
course about children 1s literature. He
refused. "People taking the course
would just be waiting for a formula.
I've just given one talk about it in my
life, and I was a flop. I'll never do it
again.~They all wanted the Formula.
How Do You Do It? What's The Editor's -Name? And When Do I Get The
Check? Their minds and hearts were
barren."'
Once published, there's no guessing
why one book succeeds and another
doesn't. Of Allard's books, The
Stupids Step Out is my favorite. Others
had different opinions. "You know,
there was a lotof hostility directed at
The Stupids when it first came out.
Some woman wrote somewhere that we
were making fun of the mentally defec-

A drawing
from Philippe Jullian
for Mr. Allard.
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[ S'irani A ve~is-A Fiery Sign
By Sara Annie Fisher
The music of S'irani Avedis (formerly Sally Piano) is anguished, punky,
and politically weighty. Her musical
artistry reaches some exquisite peaks.
S'irani's politics are expressed with
both rigidity and ribaldry. The political
thrust of her performance in Harvard's
Paine Hall on Saturday evening, November 19th was unsettling and harsh
for me. It often took the form of forcible expression. She made her statements in an unclear and often flippant,
sensationalized way.
S'irani decried the "star mystique"
which causes remoteness between audience and performer, and which withholds emotion and personal involvement. But I found it damaging for her
to raise so many critical issues without
being responsible enough to explain
her positions thoroughly. I felt she
goaded us into seeing issues which she
herself did not understand.
She speaks of how all people are
trampled upon in this polluted world,
how we all. suffer from invalidation
and oppression. Yet I found rampant •
inconsistenc!e.ki JI\ her political , concerns. Aft~f 15en§ationalizing a nonrepresentati1v~1,l~tter from a transsexual
who spoke o( '1:the inferiority of genetic women,'' she belabored this issue to the point of cruelty. She then sang how
"there-ain't no copy good enough" to
be a true woman. Learning might have
transpired through listening to another's beliefs. Instead, S'irani badgered
the audience with her ire and ridicule,
and her intent was lost to me, as was
any deepened understanding.
She taught some Armenian history,
how she is embracing her cultural heri-

tage. She has changed her name from
Sally Piano to S'irani Avedis. S'irani
(tsee/rrah/nee) means rainbow, and
Avedis (ah/veh/dees} means "the
bringer of messages." She is secure in
her heritage, and this shows strongly in
her song Rainbow Woman. She does
not acknowledge the term or the concept of "Third World" because she believes it is politically and economically
misleading as a category. She describes
r~cism and sexism as when an individual is "being raised to lie no more
than an ornamental slave." She sang
with such anger and pride. I wished for
greater sensitivity and more respectful
handling of'other issues .
"I hate you for betraying yourself"
was her address to those "zombie
creatures," women office , workers.
S'irani wrote tl}is song ~wft'iie gazing
around at women on the_early moming
bus as she travelled to her Kelly Girl assignment.
"Everyday it gets easier to forget
womonkindness as you forsake
, womonkind.''
Few women office workers possess the
"$500 outfits" which she detailed.
These women have valid skills and
valid lives. Because some women I must

work as secretaries does not mean we
have become robotized and indifferent, it does not signify betrayal or
abandonment of ourselves or other
women. Choice and circumstances are
at the core, which she dismisses as she
sings cleverly of fashions and loss of
will. If the focus of S'irani's music is
oppression in a devastating society,
then she must look at its entirety.
S'irani Avedis is a compelling· musician when she is clear about the political content of her songs, and when she
does not knuckle under to endless selfdeprecation and defense. In her intro_duction to one song she said, ''Solidarity and growth are important to
me." Her songs stress these elements
so vital to her life. S'ir:ani sings a spec't'r-um ,1 l' from· raging a capella about
b'eing "just a punk child brat gone
, wild" to crooning a gentle and pained
fove song, In the Morning Sun. Her
piano, song, and voice synchronize
beautifully. In California Mood she laments the climate there, while desolate
droplets of rain plink on the piano. She
is an artist dancing with her instruments.
"We're a rising nation
We're a balloon inside

We're coming out singing
for the first time."
This song began the second set with
a much-needed buoyancy, and was
played with a rousing · piano style,
congruous with the "fiery sign;, explosive nature of the lyrics. Funky Fine
Fucker, a kind of "lesbian propaganda" tune advising all cheerleaders
that "it's fun to be a lesbian" and that
''you'd be better off with your best
friend," was pounded out in S'irani's
particularly bawdy fashion.
One of the most stirring songs was_
about physical disability and the psychological torment of disease, dedicated to a 22 year-old .friend with kidney
disease.
"Don't need an athlete to make an
Amazon
Don't need legs to be tall enough
to stand
Don't need sight to see the possibilities."
Singing of several women who are
''warriors in this great revolution/ and
every war has got its casualties,'' she
does not speak of resignation, but of
hopefulness and stamina. S'irani ac·companied her song- ~Nith graceful
signing as she spoke of Renee, a deaf
woman "born into silence."
"Born a woman with hope inside
her heart
No disease will keep her in a cage."
S'irani Avedis is an artist with much
exuberance, often healthy animosity,
very moving vulnerability, and many
voices. Her concert was erratic,
complex_and whirling with her piano
prowess. "She's a crazy lady, a bright
design,'' and I wish her the clearness of
spring water.

"Dance through seas of whirling fog
Sparkle under the shimmering curtain of light
Escape ,to a world of magic and fantasy ''
,.
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[~___R_o_l_e_o_l_O_s_c_a_r_W_i_l_-d_e_...;,_B_;_r_o_u_g~h_t--:--t_o_L_il_e_____]
DIVERSION & DELIGHTS, a play
with Vincent Price as Oscar Wilde, is
written by John Gay and directed
by Joseph Hardy. It will be at Boston's Colonial Theatre through December 10.
A review by Jim Marko
Oscar Wilde is egocentric, self-centered, grand, overly mannered, fey,
bitGhY, vengeful, self-pityipg, caustic,
wildly sexist, haughty, amoral, vain,
angry, sad, near death, a drunkard,
"the spendrift of his own genius,"
· and, as performed by Vincent Price, a
joy to hear and watch.
Di-versions & Delights by John Gay
is set in a tacky concert hall in Paris on
the 28th day of November, 1899J It is
the last year of Wilde's life and he is
suffering from an infection of the inner
ear which becomes more painful during the course of the evening.
Strutting on stage with absinthe in
hand, Price as Wilde begins an immediate assault on just about everybody and everything. The observations
tumble out of his pursed lips, bump
into bon mots and fall over aphorisms-all delivered in a caustic and
studied indifference.
Even those of us who have always .
found Oscar Wilde to have been little
more than a clever writer of grand epigrams, are easily entertained and
touched by Price's convincing performance. He becomes tiresome and
ove~bearing on countless occasions
during the evening. Those eyebrows
arch once too ofteµ and the eye balls
· roll one time too many.' But this is the

Wilde one expected and has come to
the theater to see.
There are no secrets in this night's
diversion at the concert hall on the Rue
de la Pepinier, Paris. It is the "touching scandal of this wicked flesh." With
the constricted voice of one who views
life as debauch and has spent two years
in prison, Price's Wilde attacks Americans, the English, politicians, liars,
critics, actors, audiences, theater
managers, priests, and the church. The
most vicious volleys are saved for the
moralists of society. "Morality is the
attitude we adopt toward the people we
dislike.'' This question of morality is
central to John Gay's witty, humorous
and razor-edged script.
Increasingly drunk on his beloved
absinthe, Price as Wilde is superb in
the evening's second ad. ~t deals, _primarily, with · the unbelievably id(otic
trial and imprisonment 'of the young
playwright. Wilde was accused by the
Marquis. of Queensbury of ''posing as
a somdomite" -the Marquis could not
even spell the word. The snobbish
Wilde decided to bring a slander 'suit,
no doubt inspired more by his grande
passion for the Marquis' so1i' · t9,:r,d
Alfred than by any reasonab'le reaction
to the insult. ·
·
, '
Price shows us an intense, angry and
embittered Wilde who relates details of
the horrid trial and subsequent jailing. ·
Contemptuous and betrayed, this
stumbling, doomed character is reduced to one of the evening's sadder
observations: "Only those we love betray us." Self-indulgent and ever more
self-pitying, Price's Wilde lurches
Vincent Price as Oscar Wilde in
Diversions & Delights. The .play is a
humourous yet touching account of
Wilde's last year of life.

The Party of the -Year!

about the small stage in fits of anger
mixed with fits of melancholy for his
"Bosie." It is a disconsolate moment
for Oscar Wilde but a grand theater
moment for Vincent Price.
"What is the difference between one
sexual activity and another?" asks
Wilde. What will endear this fop who
s~ggests that there is no new emotion
for . him to feel and who cannot
, "abide" a man without a single vice?
What will endear him to us, in ,P rice's
performance, are the feelings concerning that "love th~t dares not speak its
name" -the euphemism the court gave
to Wilde's homosexuality. "It is an affection as pure as it is perfect," Price
cries indignantly. "It - is a misunderstood emotion-a love beyond rival." It is a love that died only of
mendacity and for the lack of truthful- .
riess. Price is alternately lost in the
reverie and the 'hatred in the scene that
intersperses bits of Reading Gaol with
other observations of Wilde's beautiful
and_somber experience 'with the young
Lord Alfred.
',;:,
An earlier joy corieludes the first of
the two act evening ·of l?iversions &
Delig~ts. A quieted: •teal ed Wilde describes a friendship with a 'young fellow
student just before college days. He _
thinks now of the boy as a "mute
poet" but was not able to notice the
nearly overburdening love his friend
was bestowing upon him. As they
-parted, the student kissed him on the
lips. "I felt the boy's cold tears on my
· face.I know what love is now.''
Oscar Wilde is purported to have
told Andre Gide that he had put his
genius into his life, and only his talent
into his writings. Diversions & Delights
is an evening filled with the talented
and combined genius of Vincent Price,
John Gay and Oscar O'Flahertie Wills
Wilde.
.
,
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FLOIUSTS

- "NOT JUST A PLANT STORE
I.

Funeral Designs - Hospital - Birthday - Anniversaries ~~~~ · Holiday Centerpieces, and any other special occasion.

'i

.

I

..

~ocated in the Heart of the New South End
-,JN~ support The Big Splash
· '·'.;
: · '.
Flowers and Plants For
All Occasions
·

All Major
Credit Cards .
-._Accepted '

478 Columbus Ave., Boston

· Flowers Wired Anywhere ·
In The World.
f
Delivered Loco ly. _

247-3500

harriet !eider's
at somewhere

dec.3&4

An Evening of Entertainment, Refreshments and ~ducation.
At The New England Aquarium~ Tuesday, the sixth of D~_cember.
7·30 to Midnight. $5.00 donation for tickets sold in ad_vance. $6.00 at the door.
·

•
Tickets available from local organizations and businesses or by mail to:
"THE BIG SPLASH"; c/o The New England AquariJlm, Central Wharf, Boston, MA 02110.
Checks payable to "The Big Splash."

Presented by Gay Legislation & The Gay Business Association.
For Information Call 247-3431
'

OMEWHER
ISC

295 Franklin Street
423-7730
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Rousing Musical -T ells Story .o f Working Women
THE FURIES OF MOTHER JONES,
a musical play written and directed
by Maxine Klein, is being performed by the Little Flags Theatre
through December 17 (on Thursday,
Friday and Saturday nights) at the
Peoples Theatre, Inman Square,
Cambridge. ·

By Jim Marko
When Mary Harris "Mother" Jones
died in 1930 at the age of 100, she left
behind a story rich in struggle and
resistance. With a dozen songs celebrating the ~ulture of Appalachian coal
miners, Maxine Klein presents a play
dedicated to this woman who was
active in almost every movement for
justice and workers' rights.
Klein asks us. to become acquainted
with Mother Jones' Union and to
"maybe join it.'' For all of the first of
the two acts, you might just do that.
Jumping narratively from the recent
coal miners' · union battle between
Joseph Yablonski and Tony Boyle to
an individual's fight against strip
mining to events in the past history of
the long unionization struggle, Furies
paints a fine , tightly-wrought and
fairly non-didactic picture of an exploited working class. The play works
amazingly well on Michael Anania's
easily adaptive set.
The rousing music, with a fine score
by James Oestereich, is a great compliment to the poetry of Furies. When the
cast sings "Gotta Organize," the play
turns into a stand-up, clap-your-hands

senting a gay relationship on stage .
This work has .a thoroughly involved, exciting, neat and intense ensemble of players. I was especially
impressed . by the naturalistic performances of Anita Barzman and
Davis Bates. Watch for Andrea
Saragov's moving work in the final
scene of Act One, in which she is
dragged off the land she has been trying to hold on to in the face of the
"progress" of strip mining. It is in that
brief and wildly intense moment that
the legacy, indeed the fury, of Mother
Jones lives on.
But as Mother herself might point
out, when you fight one battle, you
know there are more. Maxine Klein
loses one in her second act. The play,
Singing songs of \he labor struggle: Peggy lngs, Ellen Field (as Mother Jones), ·
Andrea Saragov and Anita Barzman.

(continued on next page)

. revival meeting that is very contagious.
"Nothing to Rest My Eyes Against" is
an honestly heart-tugging song by the
women who are central to this play.
Furies is a continuation of the
politically aware work of Maxine
Klein. She and her Little Flags Theatre
have given us Fanshen and Tania in the
past, in which the mix of politics and
theatre worked well. An aware and
committed person, Klein presents a
natural and warm view of a homosexual relationship in her newest piece. The
situation is so easily a part of the complete play that one looks forward to a
large scale effort on Klein's part in pre-

Save this Ad for If)% Courtesy Discount
for repairs only

CAMBRIDGE
EYE
ASSOCIATES

LESTER'S T~ V.
TV-Radio-Phono$-HiFi-Color
Expert Repair & T. V.s & Stereo - at
lowest prices ANYWHERE ! We also buy
and sell used T .V.'s Outside antenna
in,5tallation a specialty. Mass. Tech .
Lie. 981.
Old fashioned service at an honest price!
Free Pickup and Delivery

1174 Mass. Ave.
Harvard Square
547-6080

Optometrists
Comprehen~ive _e ye exams

15 REVERE ST., BEACON HILL, BOSTON
Tel. 523-2187

All Eyeglass Frames $15
Single Vision Lenses $22
CONTACTS:' Including eye
exam, fitting, materials and 6
months unlimited office visits

Hard
Conventional Soft
Semi-soft and
Oxygen Permeable

$150.00
$215 .00
$200. 00

All services rendered by eye doctors _

Mastercharge
Medicaid Welcome

O p~n ~eHn da ys a \.\- ct:k.
1
I I : 30 A M ._- I A . [\-1 .
__ _) ,

lndepe·n dent-Film Nov./Dec. Series

TUES.- FRI. AT 8
SAT. 7 & 9:30 .

Sun.
3 & 7:30

PERSONAL FILMS

"The Club is intriguing ... some of
the audience shouted BRAVO afthe
end, wtlile others shouted BRAVA".

1

KELLY/GLOBE

WINNER
OF
TEN OBIE

DEST

MUSICAL

1976-77

SEASON!

AWARDS

Fri. Series: Dec. 2, 8 p.m.
ONLY. GEORGE GRIFFIN. In
person . With THE CANDY
MACHINE, tHE CL.US,
THUMBN Al L. -SK ETCH ES,
and others. First area appearance by the animator, whose
film·s have regularly been shown
in CENTER SCREEN 's annual
winter Animation Series.
Individual tickets:
Fri . personal ' appea rance wi t h Geo rge Gri ffin -

$2.50 .
PERf. SCHEDULE , TUES .• WED . TMI IR'S. AT B. SUN 3 ANO 7:30 ,
$7.95. $6.95. $5.95. FRI. AT 8. SAT . AT 7 ANO 9 30. $8 95. $7 .95 . $6.95 .

I

TheatreCharge661-5990

Mail Orders thru Jan. 8

I

~

THE CHARLES PLAYHOUSE
76 Warrenton Street, Boston -Ma<.!. 02116

Reservations 426-6912
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·

Groups - 426-1462

Si,l t./ Sun. showin gs - $2.

For series poster or membership
information, call 253- 7612 between 10 a.m . and 6 p.m.
Mon .-Fri . For CENTER SCREEN.
recorded information : 253- 7620.

INDEPENDENT
FEATURE FILMS.
Sat./Sun. Series: Dec. 3
and 4, 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.
Tom Joslin ·s BL.ACK $TAR:
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A
CLOSE FRIEND. Boston-area
Premiere of final version . Joslin 's
rendition of Growing Up Gay, as
told by fam iry, lover. and himself.

· A proJect of University Film
Study Center, presented in
collaboration with Carpenter
Center. Partially supported by
Mass. Council on Arts and
Humanities, National Endowment for Arts, and the
Blanchard Foundation.
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people, places and flings

By Eric Rogers
Finish off the Thanksgiving leftovers
and get" ready for an exciting holiday
season. While most gay organizations
and bars wait until mid-December for
their holiday parties, nightlife in Boston usually brightens at the start of the
month. This year is no different. Linda
Gerard, who has been packing in fullhouses at the Pied Piper in Provincetown for the past three summers, ·
is bringing her act to the Copley Plaza
on December 8th. Boston gays may remember Linda's entertainment at the
Gay Pride March in June and since
that time she has worked up a show
that should bring the same standing
ovations that she received on the Cape.
I'm told Linda's act includes songs
from many --genres-show tunes, the
blues, country ballads-:as well <;l-S the .
tall tales, giggles and joking that Linda .·
delivers with her special charm. Tickets -·
for "An Ev ening with Linda Geratd,"
(cocktails in the Venetian Rootrt at
6:30, cabaret in the Oval Room at 7:30)
are available at the Copley Plaza ...
The new manager at the Community
Club is Nancy Ryan . She's planning
some really great parties upstairs and I
hear drink prices are going down to
stay. She'd love to have everyone stop
in and say hello.
At Passim, behind the Coop in
Harvard Square, Allen Ginsberg and
friends will be reading poetry and performing their wild antics on Thursday,
December 1 through Sunday, December 4. Allen's shows sell out quickly, so .
be sure to pick up tickets in advance
... Happy 20th Birthday to Sporter's!
The December 1st Celebration promises an afternoon buffet, Cocktail
0

THOMAS SLACK

Hours: 1-6 pm
Mon.-Sat.

prices from 1957 until 8pm, a midnight
dinner, a prize for the best 50's attire.
Be sure to stop in and wish Jack Rubin's place a happy birthday!
F--.rom up north in ski-country, I've
received word that Jimmy Mitchell's
Mountain Lodge has completed the
move to bigger and better facilities on
Mt. Ascutney in Vermont. The new
lodge features a pool, nine-hole golf
course, and a breathtaking view. Now
is the time to start planning a romantic
ski-trip to Jimmy's place . -.. Don't
miss "An Evening :with the Stars'' on
Wednesday night, November 30, at the
Citadel. The show features three o.f our
favorites·- Sylvia Syd'ney, . Coll~tte,
and Carl Houston-together for · the
first time. The show starts at 10 PM
and it sounds like a perfect·way to escape the midweek dGldrums . . ., Harriet •Uidet" will 6e b':icR at Some~h~re
on Saturday, De2ember3 and Sunday,
December 4. . .
, . Craig Russell's Outrageous sound~
track is finally out on an album but
hurry-it's selling out fast all over
town. Don't miss the opportunity to
bring the "many faces of Craig" into
your home ... add to that, the Orson
Welles Cinema is now naming, Outrageous the most popular film ever in the
history of the Welles . .. .A Special
Day, an Italian film starring Sophia
Loren and Marcello Mastroianni, is
coming to Boston. The movie focuses
on a brief encounter between a working-class housewife and an out-ofwork homosexual man in a tenement in
fascist Italy. _It's a different setting
from Romeo & Juliet's Verona, but it's
an interesting and sensitive movie
about two people drawn together by

their needs . . . While we're on the
subject, Leah Fritz will be discussing
"Feminism vs Fascism" for the Community Church of Boston on Nov. 27
at 11 a.m., in Morse Auditorium, 602
Commonwealth
Avenue.
Joanna
Cazden will be on hand providing
music ... The new Mouth of the
Dragon, an anthology of poetry by gay
-writers, is out and includes a short,
erotic poem by Jim Marko, who contributes to GCN.
Now's the time to begin your holiday
shopping and you might want to begin
at Copley Flair a.t 583 Boylston St. Be·sides their -collection , of soaps and
gqurmet jelly beans;lh~y c"arry some of
the b·est cards iri town, including a selection from Birthday Book Greetings
-my favorite-from NYC . . . The
Cyclorama 'Flea Market and .Antiques
Christmas Fair will be taking place
Suh. Dec. 4. There will be something
for everyone. Truly a one-stop Christ-

Politics and -theatre
(Continued from previous page)

which up to this point delicately walks
the lirie between committed and strident political theatre, falls into · the
murky realm of moral teaching . Nearly
·an of the act could be pruned and a
new ending devised.
lt is not only the theatre-as-hand-bill
feeling that goes wrong here, but one
tends to finally settle into the figure of
Mother Jones. Ellen Field, with her
slight smirk, her twinkly eyes, and
jaunty moves has one fooled for most
PAPERBACKS
BOOKS
RECORDS
GAMES
TAPES
GREETING CARDS

73 Berkeley Street
Boston
482-1298

THE EMERALD CITY
ANTIQUES & SECOND HAND ARTIFACTS

mas shopping opportunity, and for
those special handcrafted items you'd
been searching for try Christmas Secrets located in the Cylorama building
open thru Dec. 24, 10-6 Sat.-Thurs.
and 10-8 Fridays.
The Eagle Annex is open at 81 Kilmarnock St. in the Fen way. The front
part of the store offers lush green,
plants and a pet shop, and the back
room is the L & L shop with a Christmas stock of leather toys and erotic accoutrements. Stop in on your way to
the Eagle-the shop's open until 2a.m.
... Over in Inman Square, Carnbridge, check out Gypsy Wagon, 204
Hampshire St., a store with handcrafted jewlery, gifts, and unusual
clothing from all over the world. I
dropped by and found myself a big,
S1'uggly-warm sweater to get me
through the winter .
, ·Until next week, snuggle up and
enjoy the onslaught of December .

SOUND

Featuring
Women's
Records
Free Parking
Open Eves.

of Act ,One. You believe this matronly
women may have been the "hell-cat organizer" she claims to be-but, no.
Watch closely and Field is giving us
nothing more than caricature. It is
one's own memories and knowledge of
Mother Jones that fix her in place.
Ignore the black-clad figure of
Mother, if you can, and settle on her
Furies. Settle on those strong and powerful women behind the over-worked
coal miners. The picture of angr.y,
hang-tough, working-class women
proves that it has been "a long hard
struggle for labor and women." The
legacy of Mother Jones lives on in the
continuing struggle personified by
these women. The play is a celebration
of "herstory."

Shin Psychic Center
and

im,e.,

CHARLES RIVER PLAZA

(617) 523-5195

173 CAMBRIDGE STREET

BOSTON, MASS.

_We sunnort The Bia So/ash

'

Friendly Tea Room
Daily 10am-10pm
Sundays 2pm-10pm
Card Reading , Tea Leaf Reading,
Tarot Card Reading,
Crystal Ball-gazing.

167 Tremont St., Boston
(617) 338-7601
-

Opens Nov. 28

VIVECA l.iN<lfoRs & .

kRisroffm TAboRi
in the World Premiere of
"MY MOTHER ...
MYSON"
BOSTON REPERTORY THEATRE
One Boylston Place . Boston.

Chargit 1-800-223-181~
.;tudent Rush Res 423-6580 /ih;-:.-.
••.rep::
ARTS Vouchers Grouo rates. ·•~n•:·
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IEDclassifiedCLASSIFIEDclassifiedCLASSIFIEDclassified
HITCHHIKING
Have you had any unusual experience on
either end of the thumb? Scary?
Romantic? Fun? GCN is doing a story on
the experiences of gays hitchhiking.
Send your stories to GCN Box 843 or
leave a tel. no. and we will get back to
· you.
(22)
Francaise, 33, tres jolie, elegante,
cherche une femme sympa, bisexuelle,
pour plaisir erotique sans et avec son
mari . GCN Box 842.
(23)

personal s

!HOLIDAY SPECIAL!
All non-display
Classified ads

HALF PRICE
(maximum of 6 weeks)

If you wish to respond to a box number In .
any of our ads, send to GCN Classifieds,
Box _ _ _ , 22 Bromfield St., Boston
MA 02108.

Orders must be postmarked no
later than Jan. 1, 1978.
Include this coupon with order,
no discount given without it.
(regular rate applies
to box rentals) ·

services

THE BIG SPLASH
is looking for musicians and mimes to
donate their time for the Dec .. 6 benefit
for Gay Legislation and the Gay Business Association at the Aquarium. Call
247-3431
(23)
MOUSIE, MOUSIE, PH. D.
Saw note in account bk today. Wish I had
seen it yesterday. Olla kaka. Mia zoe, etc.
S'agapo, kseuris? All my love. Porcupine.
GWM 25 would like to meet gay men bet
20-40 who are into W/S and light S&M.
Please send photo & phone to· VR; Suite
746, 102 Charles St., Boston, MA
. 02114.
(22+)
BARBARA G.
What happened to our counseling bk?
What happened tq 20 ??'s? What happened to you and us? Will we ever see
you? If you've been reading these pp, you
know how rotten all is here. Yuk. Hope
yourThanxgiving was bouhtiful. P&N (22)
SKI WEEKEND
If you're gay, youi:,g, and would like to
plan a ski weekend up north-call David
after 11 :30PM-would like to get about 8
guys and rent a bungalow. Call (413)
245-3268.
(22 + )
MY SUNSHINE
You are, and I your rainy day for which
you have been saving, right.? This would
be a good time to have money in the
bank. Cal I me.
(22)
TO AL, N. DIGHTON
I'll love you always.
Your one and only.
(22)
Joe
ARTHUR EIZE
Thank you so much for latest miracle.
Good time had by all. When shall I see
you again? Ansa.
(22)
TO JOHN OF BROOKLYN
Meeting you last weekend was divine.
John of Roxbury .
(22)
Barbara Rice. My love life in Rolands Bar
no longer exists since you have been
gone. From Terry Bruno.
(22 +)
NOV.
LILLI
999-9999
'77
Loving A Lilli Sounds Reall_y Silly
When There's A Renee Around
But You Love A Mouse That Lives In THE
House
You Truly Know How To Astound!
THE MOUSSE
(22+)
Discreet attractive prof GWF age 38 located North Shore area would like to
meet persons ioterest13d in friendship
and sharing thoµght,s,,G.CN Bbx 844. (24)
GWM 24 seeks others for group sex, SM
-whatever your fantasy. Prefer near my
age. Am into many different things . GCN
E}ox 845. _ _ _ _
(22)
DOB CHRISTMAS FLEA MARKET
Dealers wanted. $5.00 a space. Sat, Dec
10, Hvd Sq area. Inquire at 1-683-0474 or
DOB Tues. oites 661-3633.
~23)

ATTENTION STUDENTS ET AL
Expert editing done on all your work. No
more embarrassment over errors. Also
typing of finished product. Typing only,
75¢ per double-spaced page. Editing
negotiable. Call Nancy 266-7880, leave
message, keep trying .
(c)
APARTMENTS CLEANED
On a weekly basis. Call Bob 266-8190 or
Brad 367-0660.
(19)

Roberta Parad, R.E.

Registered. Electrologist

PERMANENT ,
HAIR REMOVA(
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL
877-4289

APARTMENTS CLEANED
Reliable, ·efficient, call 241-7535, ask for
Mario.
(c)

\ Q,~~C.~~\ ,G~~..S
'
4(
(FOR ALL TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS)

160 Comm. Ave. (Vendome Mall)
Boston
(617)247-1832
NOW OPEN! NOW OPEN!
THE WOMEN'S EXCHANGE
A Consignment Shop for Women.
Crafts-Used Clothing/Furniture-A rt
53 RIVER ST., CAMBRIDGE 267-3315
(2 1)

HASSLE-FREE PSYCHOTHERAPY
FOR NH GAYS
Ethical-Confidentia l
Individual & Co~ples
Judith Sigler, Lyn Foley

(Both MSW, ACSW)

FIND A LOVERtm GAME
Finally, a game for all gay people. $9.00.
Carol
Chaney
Proquctions,
Box
1337-GCN, New Haven , CT 06505.
(25)
3 APT HOUSE FOR SALE
Income and investment FHA in very good
cond with excellent tenants next to Carmelite Cloister Mount Pleasant Ave, Roxbury. 266-6947 , vy reas .
(24)
Movii:ig-must sell: Colonial -style _dressers, chair, table, woman 's 5 speed bike
(Raleigh) and more. All in really good condition and reasonably priced! <;;all
787-4536 after 6 pm.
(22 +)

Sy Appointment

i603) 224-5600

Concord

Light housekeeping done by the hour or
the job. Call Greg at 367-1822 evenings.

MASS. BAY
COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
INDIVIDUALS , COUPLES
& GROUP COUNSELING

For Quincy and Newton call 47 2- 13 31
For Blackstone Valley or Narragansett Bay Area
CALL (617) 883-8220 fOR APPT.

PRINTING: The kind your mother would
approve of: neat, clean , not too ex~r.isive, and produced wifh a smile . . Bmchures, letterheads, business cards we do most kinds of printing. Also typesetting. Call us. Xanadu Printing,
661-6975.
Brighten your environment for the holidays. Exp interior painting. We specialize
in transforming the dreary into the graceful. Custom work, wall repair. For appt &
free estimate call Ariel 426-3485.
(23)
ASTROLOGY
Confidential in-depth birth chart analysis
by a professional ast~olo.ger. Call Geoff
Cousens bet 6-8 pm at 353-1263, Mon-Fri.
Boston area.
(22)
PERSONALITY PROFILE
from writing. Sen_s:l writing sample, $10.00
to J. Benson, Graphologist, 30 Franklin
St., Braintree·, MA 02184.
(25)

for sale

apartme nts
LARGE APARTMENT
7 nice rooms in Allston $300.00. Call Tony
Bosco783-5131 .
(c)
Modern 4 room apt in split leve~ ranch in
Stoneham, min to Rt 93 and· Boston. $300
monthly includes heat and elec. Call
438-9274 evenings. Females pref.
(24)
Beautifu l 2 bedrm apt in Brkline near MTA
& shopping, w/parking, in all gay house,.
Completely mod kitch, lg livngrm with
w/w carpet, washer & dryer. $350/mo incl.
heat & all utils. Call Don 232-8306 after
noon.
(~)
APARTMENTS
Nice, inexpensive, all sizes, close to public trans in Allston. Tony Bosco 783-5131,
783-5701 .
(c)
ELEGANT VICTORIAN APTS
South End-beautiful one and ·two bedrm
apts in newly restored Victorian townhouse. High cei"lings, elegant carved mahogany detail. Marble fireplaces , wall to
wall
carpeting, dishwasher/disposa l,
laundry, heated. Owner-occupied premises. Available Dec. 1. Price: $325-450.
Call 426-4660
(20)
Centrally located across from the PRU clean, quiet, eff, heated, studio or one
bdrm in nice bldg w/nice guys. $160 or
$180.Jay267-7422. Any time.
(22)
Clean modern studio and 1 bdrm apt now
available, near PRU . $150. Call Jay 2677422. Keep trying .
(19)

roomma tes

Conway NH ½A. lot water/utils 3 lakes nr
5 ski areas $250 down ez repaymt swap
Cape/Fire Isle or?? Box 519 Springfield
VT(802)885-5258 days.
(24)

GAY BUSINESS PERSONS

Tired of dealing with many sales people?
Have problems deciding where to invest
your money for business promotions? D.
Bellavance Agency will help you . Free
consultations. Call 536-44.00. A Board
Member of the Gay' Business Association .
(51)

LESBIAN WALL CALENDAR
Black and white photographs of 1st
Michigan Women 's Music Festival with
well-designed sun and moon signs. Send
$4 + 30¢ mailing to WOMEN 'S FESTIVAL CALENDAR 1978, Box 1662, Saskatoorr; Saskatchewan, Canada .
(24)

Roommate wanted to share large house
in country, 20 min from Boston, with two
gays in 20's. Need car. Call evenings
only ,259-0951 .
(2?2
Pvt. room in decent house with other decent guys. Refrigerator, stove, and shared
bath. Quiet guys only, please. No smoke
or dope. $20/wk. 267-7422. _
(22)
GF 28 sks resp F rmmt to share 2 bedrm
apt in Brighton conv to trans & parking.
140/mo inc heat & util. Call after 10 pm , or
wknds. 734-5275. Keep trying.
(22)

'

Classified Ad deadline is Tuesday noon (prior t@ Sund·ay• · ·
publication).
, .
All ads must be paid in advance. No ads accepte_ct' by .
phone. Make check or money order payable to Gay
· Community News, 22 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass.
02108.
Since we serve all New England, please include your
area _code if your ad includes a phone number.
Non-business: $3.00 per week for 4 lines (35 Characters
per line); each additional line 25 cents. Headlines
are 50 cents per week for 25 characters.
Business (if you charge money for a service, you are a
business): $4.00 per week for 4 lines (35 characters
per line) and 50 cents for each additional line. Headlines are $ 1. 00 for 25 characters.

GREATER ALBANY, NY AREA
Gay
professional
women 's
group.
Monthly meetings in private homes to be
with other F who are gay & who share
prof. lifestyles. Write PWGL, P.O. Box
452, Troy, NY 12180.
(21)
GWF looking for Fem 31-40. If you con~ sider yourself a challenge, answer my ad.
Must like driving. No heavy drugs. Like
kids. Send photo. Write P.O. Box 77,
Fitchburg, MA 01420.
(21)
NOTHING SUCCEEDS LIKE SUCCESS
Try a GCN Classified and get to know
what good is! If you see gays walking
around the streets and smiling it's
because they've tried it and liked it! Be
the first on your block to have your very
own GCN Box.

If you wish to pick up your mail at the GCN Office: ·
Our hours are 10 a.m. to 6 p.m . Monday through
Friday.

Box Numbers are available at $ 1.00 for 6 weeks if you
.. 11ick up you mail. lf, however, you wish your mail
fo~warded , the rate is $3 .00 for 6 weeks. Mail is
forw arded at the end of the 3rd and 6th weeks.
If you want mail forwarded for a 3 month period,
a $5.00 charge will be made for the additional time.

Please Circle one of the following ad categories:
APARTMENTS
FOR SALE
INSTRUCTION
JOBS OFFERED
JOBS WANTED
PENPALS
ORGANIZATIONS
PERSONALS
RESORTS
RIDES
ROOMMATES
SERVICES WANTED
MISCELL.
LOST & FOUND
PUBLICATIONS
Headlines _ _ _ _ at $ _ _ per wk. $ _ _ _ __
First 4 lines _ _ _ at $ _ _ per wk.

$ _ _ _ __

Each additional line at $ _ _ per wk.

$ _ _ _ __

Pick-Up Bo x No. at $1.00/6 weeks
Forward Box No. at $3.00/6 weeks ·

$ _ _ _ __

$ _ _ _ __

Pho ne Number i-n Personals at $1.00

$ _ _ _ __

There is a charge of $1.00 for a phone number 'included
in a Personal ad.

3 months forwarding at $5 .00

$ _ _ _ __

TOTAL ENCLOSED

$_ _ __

Number of weeks ad is to run

Please Prillf Neatly.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ __
Address ______ ______ ___ Zip _____ Phone ______ __

I I

CLOSET WOMEN
If you care about what happens to gays
and want to contribute In some way,
please contact Nancy at GCN Box K77.
Give me some non-revealing way of
getting in touch with you. Please make
suggestions about how you think women
In the closet can make some impact on
the political scene without being
exposed or uncomfortable in any way.

Thanks very much

-

TYPING

Manuscript, thesis , term paper, authors ,
legal work- -all kinds of typing done by
expert professional typist. (75 wpm) 80¢ a
page. Cal I eves after 5, 241 -7535 or days
at GCN , 426-4469. Ask f9rTony .
(c)

I I

I I I I

'job op
MASSEURS will train. 267-7590
(22) ·
WANT A REAL CHALLENGE?
Be a force in the community-GCN
seeks a NEWS EDITOR. Call Harry or
Tony at 426-4469 or send resume to GCN ,
22 Bromfield St, Boston, MA 02108.
(C)
Hotline Co-ordinator. Full time job. Supervise and train volunteer a
Experience in crisis intervention, administration and training required. Reio·
cation to lower Cape necessary. $9,600
per year. Send resume to Provincetown
Drop-in Ctr., 6 Gosnold St., Provincetown,
MA 02657. Send resume by Dec. 7.
(22)
Press operator, experienced & dependable, with some camera skills. Full-time
position in a gay-owned business doing
offset printing and grapic arts photography. Initiative and problem solving ability a must; gender and orientation are
unimportant. Call Manager, Xanadu Printing, 661-6975.
COMPANION TO FLY
TO TUCSON FOR WINTER

All expenses paid no swishes man very
straight acting no beards or long hair
good looking 21 to 28 yrs old. Share cooking and cleaning apt. there. Man is very
considerate $100 per week plus all
expenses. Call 1-401 -846,-1889.
(23)
GWM horticulturist seeks mature GM as
helper or apprentice to share simple life
near ocear:, on small island. Photo please.
Write John, Box 588, Edgartown, MA 02539.
(22)
APPRENTICE + .
Did you begin to read at about age 5? Can
you use the English language well, spell,
type? Are you mentally & · manually dexterous? I seek male companion/best
friend/lover who is together, a hard
worker, quick learner, who will live with
me, sharing joy and contentment. In
return I will teach you a trade which will
support you comfortably the rest of your
life. Located Greater Boston. Write fully
about yourself; pix helps. GCN Box 69.
Experienced keypunchers needed for volunteer work on sexuality survey. Contact
Don Barrett at Box 761 .

wanted
GCN is always in need of office furniture,
paint, sofa, file q1.binets, shelves and any. thing that is in good repair for our office.
' To donate contact Tony at 426-4469.
(c)
We need a driver with a van or truck to
donate time & truck (we'll pay gas) to help
pick up donations for GCN. Call Tony at
426-4469.
(c)

misc
ANIMAL FARE
Science diet Eukanuba Kibble Bench and
Field Litter, Grain, Pet Accessories. Free
del.ivery north of Boston. Call (617)
646-6581 eves, 723-2669 days.
(23)

BACK IN STOCK
Iron-On Lambda transfers, great looking,
1 ½ in. bold orange, 60¢ ea. , 2/$1.00.
GREEK GRAPHICS, POB 152, Sauquoit,
NY 13456. Dealer inquiries welcome.
(20+)

job wonted
GAYS AND MUSIC
Bassist/vocalist w/equip and trans is
looking for a gig with a group of dedi·
cated, creative people. Will also help organize people looking for a full-ti-me outfit. Contact Bill at (617) 369-3874.
(23)

(c)

ATTENTION "SENIOR. IN YEARS"
If the gentleman who wrote in August
asking about correspondents will tell me
how to get in touch with him and forward
his mail, I will gladly run his penpal ad.
Write Nancy, GCN Classifieds, 22 Bromfield St., Boston, MA02108.
(24)

Mixed group seeks 4th for spacious
- Newton house-apt; shared meals and
chores; fi replace, piano, good people, car
needed; $94 + . Gall 965-3998.
(23)
Hi! I need a rmmate. GF seeks GF or GM
to share lg 6 rm apt, Beacon Hill. Lots of
space, must be friendly, resp a nd clean .
$151. 742-0785 after 5.
(22 +)
Need 1 GF to share 4 bdrm Camb duplx
for 1/78. Conv to trans and stores. We are
into photog and feminism. Rent is 106 per
mo + elec. Call 354-7662 eves.
(23)
2 fags in collective house skg 3rd person
who is congenial, independent and willing to grow with us thru the winter. Roxbury location, low rent. Conv to public
trans . John or Bruce 427-2778.
(22 +)
M or F roommate wanted to share W.
Somerville apt w/GF and GM. $87.50 +
utilities. Nonsmoker pis. Call 628-9213.
AvailableJan. 1.
(25)
We are 5 diverse GM livi ng in a 12 rm hse
we own in Medford. Looking for 1 more
nonsmoker. half hr. dwntwn Boston by
MBTA. 396-7836.
(23)
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BARTENDER WANTS WORK PART OR
FULL TIME. CALL RON 266-6947 BOS.
(22)

IFIEDclassifiedCLASSIFIEDclassifiedCLASSIFIEDclassifi
•

movers
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.

organizations

· METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
FOCUS
UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST GAY CAUOF WORCESTER, church service at 6 InCUS OF NEW ENGLAND ha13 been A monthly journal of fiction, articles,
stitute Road, 2 p.m. Sundays. Rev. Jos. H.
formed. We are an inclusive group of re- ' poetry, book reviews, etc. by, for and
The Jim Clark Moving Co.
BOSTON GAY CATHOLICS
Gilbert, pastor. 756-0730. The 3rd year
ligious liberals who seek to provide op- about gay women. 1 year subscription (12
Licensed-Insured-Professional
EXODUS
sponsors
Dignity/Boston
begins.
portunities for community building -Issues) $6. Sample copy 60~. Always sent
24 hrs./day-7 days/wk.-No O.T. charges· MASS, a liturgy for gay and concerned
among gay people. We meet Sunday eve- : in plain envelope. Focus, Box GCN, 1151
354-2184
Metropolitan Community Church of Bos, Local Jobs-Local Rates
Catholics every Sunday at Arlington
(c)
Mass. Ave., Cambridge, MA 02138.
nings af 7:00 p.m. at the Arlington St.
ton, services each Sunday· at 7:00 p.m.
Street Church (Boston), Boylston St.
.
Church. For more information, contact
(hymn sing 6:45), 131 Cambridge St., Bosentrance at 5:30 pm. For info. contact
Homophile
Picture
The
SCENE
GAY
Gay
of
Office
UUA
the
at
Wheatly
Bob
T.
Edward
Church).
West
(Old
ton
Boston,
St.,
Boylston
355
Dignity/Boston,
Monthly in 8th Year of Publication. News
Concerns, 25 Beacon St., Boston, MA
Hougen, pastor. Office 523-7664. All per(35)
MA 02114. Tel. 536-6518.
From Everywhere; Movement News;
(c)
742-2100.
or(617)
02108_,
welcome.
MOTHERS
are
sons
LESBIAN
SUPPORT
in•
gays
from
We get many requests
King's Reviews (Stage, Screen, Book &
th
Fund,
Defense
Lesbian Mothers National
em.
prison to put pen pal ads in for
COMING TO S.F. BAY AREA?
· T.V.); D.D.'s Best Bets; Lesbian Life; ArtiLimited space prevents us from printing
Stanford Gay Peop_le's Union welcomes
2446 Lorentz Place, w. Seattle, WA 98109.
cles; Nude Plaything of the Month; Relias many of these ads as we would like to,
.you. Social hours, rap group, peer coungious News; Personals; and More. Send $1
!206) 282-5798. Membershio $5.00.
since the prisoners do not have the funds
seling, programs, parties. Phone (415)
· for sample copy. $8.00 for 12 Issues (In
LUTHERANS
to pay for their ads. W.e will Wint more if
497-1488; mail to Box 8265, Stanford, CA
Plain Envelope) To: REGIMENT, Box 247,
CORRESPONDENTS WANTED
ALC, LCA AND Mo. Uniting for Justice,
anyone out there is willing to contribute.
94305.
Grand Cent. St., NYC 10017.
in states other than New York to cover
love, understanding in our church .
, For each $3 we receive we can print one
CONSCIOUSNESS RAISING
local news. Background and experience
Lutherans Concerned (for gay people),
more pen pal ad. Send checks to Penpals,
FOCUS, journal for gay women, needs
Men, 40 and older, have problems differ- not nearly as important as good judgment
__E ~ . Box B-19114A, Los Angeles, CA 90019.
GCN Box k92.
contributors. If you write short fiction,
ent from young Gay Activists. Small dis- and ability to write standard news jouressays of interest to lesbians, or poetry,
cussion group forming NYC. Call (212) nalese. Still no pay yet. Contact Bruce
NGTF NEEDS YOU
ATTENTION INMATES
please send it to FOCUS, CIO DOB, 1151
W.
270
C,
1
Apt.
Burdick,
write
or
NY,
,
St.
242-8112
18
W.
gay
216
growing
Gaysweek,
fastest
at
largest,
Gelber!
the
with
Join
If you desire penpals, please contact
Massachusetts Ave. , · Cambridge, MA
(21)
10001.
NY
NYC,
The
St.,
25th
10011.(212)929-7720.
country!
NY
the
In
group
rights
civil
M.C.C. of the Rockies, POB 9536, Denver,
02138. There is no payment, but it is fun
National Gay Task Force works with a
(c)
CO 80209 .
In New Jersey, the Gay Activist Alliance/ · Before you stop trying to find a lover try
to see your work in print, and you do get
professional staff on media representaMorris Coun\y meets every Monday at us. Advice, Fantasies, Personals. Twelve
free copies of the issues in which your
tion, national leglslatlon, information
8:30 p.m. using facilities of Unitarian Fel- issues $10; sample $1 . You're Not Alone,
work is published. Include SASE for reclearinghouse, religious reforms, corLonely prisoner wants penpals. WM, 28
lowship, Normandy Heights Rd., Morris- P.O. Drawer 8398CH, Atlanta, Ga. 30306.
turn of material not accepted for publiporate non-discrimination statements,
yrs, 5'8", 185, brown hair, blue eyes. Will
(c)
town, NJ. Info: (201) 884-0653; 347-6234.
(c)
~ation
more! Help support our work - join now.
answer all letters. Robert J Hdaschalk
$15 membership ($5 limited income)· in021155, P-1-N-6, P.O. Box 747, Starke, FL
(22) , eludes Newsletter. NGTF, 80 Fifth Ave.,
32091.
Rm. 506, New York, NY 10011.
Prisoner considers himself to have been
DELIVERY ENTRANCE
SAINTS
unfairly and "illegally" treated, seeks
GAY ACTIVISTS ALLIANCE NJ
At The House Restaurant.
(Call 354-8897) W'.>men.
help for a defense fund : Will answer all
-Men and women · - Militantly gay 12 Wilton St., All!lton 783-5701
SOMEWHERE
BAMBOO LOUNGE
letters. GWM, 29. Gerry Vernon McDonmilitantly proud - Join us at 176 Kansas
Men & W0men.,"lt's. Different."
.295 Frc1nklin .St. 423-7730
·
30 'Avery ·st.
nel 1, 36119-115, P.O. Box 1000, Marion, IL
St., Hackensack, NJ, every Fri. at 9 p.m.
HA~RY'S PL·AC!= ,.·:, .
-Disco Dancing, .Mixed, Sunday Brunch
Food, Mixed.
(22)
6l959.
Political action caucu~ Tuesdays at 8:30
•· ••
45 Essex St.
12-2PM.
BOSTON EAGLE
o.m. (201) 343-6402.
Gay male seeks correspondence. Billie L.
. Dancing, Men·.
·SPORTER'S CAFE
88 Queensberry St. 247-9586
Ruiz, 2149-135, P.O. Box 1000, Marion, IL
HERBIE'S RAMROD ROOM
228 Cambridge St.
Leather, Men, Thurs. Club Nite, Sunday
(22)
62959.
MONTACHUSETT GAY ALLIANCE
12 Carver St. 338-8577
Food, Men, Saturday Br_}l,rg:;h ,5F,'M,
8PM
Tues.
&
Mon.
Movies
3PM,
,Brunch
there
&
Fitchburg
in
forming
is
Our group
Only 4 mos till release, would like to
Leather, Men, Sunpay Brunch 7PM, Thurs. Movies Mon., 3PM, S.uAdijY:.~runch 3PM.
CARNIVAL LOUNGE
are so many Gay people in this area. We
make some new friends. 6'7", 200,
CLUB
NAPOLEON
39 Boylston St. 338-7159
,f,"' n~i~··
STYX
will feature talk, speakers, understanding
medium build, 21 yrs, blonde hair, blue
52 Piedmont St. 338-7547
20 Blagden St. 247-3;919 i ls n 31
Dancing, Mixed.
(23)
and gay_parties! Come.
eyes. Will answer all- T.V. 's, T.S., butch,
Dancing Fri., Sat., Sun. Men.
Disco Dancing, Mef!, 0 J -,,w gr,·,
CHAPS
fem, female gays. I love you all. David
PARADISE
,~-,]~'V. I
THE SHED
27 Huntington Ave. 266-7778
The GAY NURSES' ALLIANCE needs
Greenfield, Box 747-051271, Starke; FL
180 Mass. Ave., Cambridge
272 Huntington Ave.
: °'
::
Food Men
your support if you are an RN, LPN/LVN,
(22)
32091 .
1
.~1,r,..,r
Leather, Men, Sunday B~ifn1:h 4PM.
CtTADEL ·,; ,;·, ·~ ' ., ,.
Talking, Mostly Men, 864-4130
or student nurse. Basic membership is
19, black hair, green eyes, 140, 5'9" .
8
p
TOGETHER
22 Avery St. 482-90146' · ·
$5.00 . per year, which inclu.des a sub-"
'IJ PLAYLAND
Would like to hear from any one who
110 Boylston St.
.
bancing, Men.'
scription to our newsletter. . (Contribu- ·
21 Essex St. cares to write. Will answer all letters. L.
Disco Dancing, Mixed.
lions greater than $5.00 are encouraged
CLUB 76
Men (Some Women).
D. Parrish, 021422, E-54, P.O. Box 221,
1270
and appreciated). Many states are in need
76 Batterymarch St. 542-3377
(22)
119 MERRIMAC
Raiford, FL 32083.
1270 Boylston St. 261-1257
61 coordinators to help organize local
Food, Mixed
119 Merrimac St. ·523-8960
Young gay caucasian male incarcerated
Disco Dancing, Mixed (Mostly Men).
chapters. An apathetic nurse misses out
CLUB
COMMUNITY
PM
9-11
Buffet
Tues.-Thurs.
Men,
Dancing,
seeks c_o rrespondence with gays on the
on learning and growing experiences. Get
CARVER
TWELVE
247-9308
St.
Boylston
252
ROOM
RAINBOW
outside and long lasting friendship.
involved! For more info, please write:
12 Carver St.
· Noon to' 2AM, 7 days a week.
15 Lansdowne St.
Pierre Loyer, 04198-158 , P.O. Box 1000,
GNA, P.O. Box 530, Back Bay Annex,
Men.
Dancing, Games, Food.
Disco Dancing, Men.
(22)
Marion, IL 62959.
(20)
Boston, MA. 02117

penpals

publications
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(Area Code 617)

661-3900
Access(Cambridge Hotline)
524-1890, 628-3986
Am Tikva
- Cambridge Gay Political Caucus,
491-0968
P.O. Box 218, E. Cambridge 02141
354-8807
Cambridge Women's Center
Charles Street Meetinghouse 523-1081 , 354-8807
742-8020
Civil Liberties Union of Mass.
D_aughters of Bilitis, 1151 Mass. Ave.,
661-3633
Cambridge 02138
Dignity, 355 Boylston St.,
536-6518
Boston, MA 02114
727-2584
Elaine Noble (Rep.)
894-3970
Evangelicals Concerned
536-9826
Fag Rag
267-7573
Fenway Community Health Center
267-1066
Fengay, c/o Tom Nylund
Gay Academic Union of New England,
492-3353
P.O. Box 212, Boston 02101
471-6884
Gay AIAnon, Greater Boston
Gay Business Ass'n (Job Bank),
102 Charles St., Boston MA 02114
739-2200
Suite 129
. 426-4469
Gay Community News
Gay Educational Service (Human
Achievement Foundation), P.O. Box
: 277-2484
398, Allston 02134
· 426-9371
3-12pm, Mon.-Fri.)
Gay Hotline
Gay Legislation, P.O. Box"8841 ,
JFK Station, Boston 021 14,
742-4811
73 Tremont St., Rm 224
247-7312
Gay Men's Center, 718 E?eacon St.
Gay Nurses' Alliance-East, P.O. Box
530, Back Bay Annex, Boston 02117
287-1900 (X2396)
Gay People of UMass/Boston
Gay Profess ional Women 's Assn.,
Box 308, Boston U. Sta., Boston 02215
Gay Recreational Activities Committee
(GRAC), c/o GCN Box 8000
Gay Speakers Bureau, P.O. Box 2232,
354-0133
Boston 02107
353-2790
Gay Way Radio (WBUR, 90.9FM)
227-8587
Gay Youth Advocates, 70 Charles St.
864-8181
Gender Identity Service
536-9826
Good Gay Poets
498-2014
Harvard-Radcliffe Gay Student Assn.
542-5188
Homophile Community Health Service
Integrity, P.O. Box 2582, Boston 02208 · 262-3057
Janus Counseling for Lesbians,
661-2537
21 Bay St., Cambridge
Lambda of Middlesex, P.O. 1165,
Framingham, MA 01701.
877-8550
Niles and weekends
Lesbian Liberation, c/o Women 's Center 354-8807
536-3788
Lutherans Concerned for Gay People
Massachusetts Feminist Federal Credit
Union, 186½ Hampshire St.,
661-0450·
Cambridge
523-7664
Metropolitan Community Church
253-5440
MIT Homophil~ League, rm 50-306
National Lawyers Guild, 595 Mass. Ave.,
661-8898, 661-6358
Cambridge 02139

267-6160
National Organization for Women
876-5310
New Words Bookstore
Northeastern Gay Student Org., clo
Student Activities Office, 255 Ell Ctr.
Older and Other Gays, c/o GCN , Box 1500,
22 Bromfield St., Boston 02108
Outreach Foundation for crossdressers,
transgenderists and gender dysthorics,
.
102 Charles St., Suite 433, Boston 02114
523-0368
Project Lambda
267-9150
Project Place
Sexual Health centers of N.E., Inc.
266-3444
739 Boylston St., Boston 02116
333-0146
Fr. Paul Shanley (Exodus Center)
Tufts Gay Community, c/0 Student
Activities Office, Medford 02155
Unitarian Universalists Office of Gay
Concerns, 25 Beacon St., Boston
. 742-2100
02108
Women's Alcoholism Program, 134&
661-1316
Cambridge St., Cambridge 02139
Women's Community Health in
547-2302
Cambridge

EASTERN MASS.

(Area Code 617)

Dignity Merrimack Valley
P.O. Box 348, Lowell 08853
Everywoman's Center, Box 949, 14 Center
St., Provincetown 02657 (4-6pm)
Lesbian Support Group, Mercy Otis Warrer
Women's CE)nter, 298 M,ain St., Hyannis , .
771'-6739
. .
02601'
627-5370
Martha's Vineyard Gay Group
Montachus-etts Gay Alliqnce
· · Box 262, Fitchburg 01420
342-5963
999-1570
New Bedford Women's Clinic
487-0387
Provincetown 24-Hour Drop-in Center
471-7100
Survival Crisis Line

WESTERN MASS.

(Area Code 413)

Berkshire Community GaY' Coalition,
528-9433
Box 493, Pittsfield 01201 .
Common Womon Club, 78 Masonic St.,
584-4580
·
Northampton 01060
545-0883
Everywomen's Center, Amherst
545-2876
Gaybreak Radio (WMUA-FM, 91.9)
545-3438
Gay Women's Caucus, Amherst
Lesbian Union, 9th floor, Campus Center,
UMass, Amherst 01003
People's Gay Alliance, RSO 368 Student
545-0154
Union, UMass, Amherst, )1002
545-0626
Southwest Women's Center
732-9315
Springfield Gay Alliance
Together, Box 427, Forest Park Sta.,
·
Springfield 01108
586-2011
Valley Women's Center. Northampton

CONNECTICUT

(Area Code 203)

"Come Out Tonight," Box WYBC/Yale
Station, New Haven 06520
CT Gay'Task Force, P.O. Box 514,
·
Hartford 06101
Dignity/New Haven, P.O. Box 3712,
Amith Sta., New Haven 06525
. East Conn. Gay Alliance, Norwich
George W. Henry Foundation, Hartford
Gay Alliance at Yale, Box 2031, Yale
Station, New Haven 06520
• Gay phone counseling (eves.), New Haven

522-5575
.Gay Switchboard
Gay Women 's, Collective, Women 's Center,
U-118, University of CT,
486-4738
Storrs 06268
522-5575, 232-5110
Hartford Gay Counseling
Institute of Social Ethics/National Gay
Archives, 1 Gold St., Suite 228,
547-1281
Hartford06103
568-2656
Katos/Gay Liberation, Hartford
232-5110, 522-5575
MCC/Hartford
New Haven Lesbian Rap, 148 Orange St.,
436-0272
N'ew Haven
The Church of the Eternal Flame Universal 527-2656
UConn Gay Alliance, 211 Student Union,
/ U of CT, Storrs 06268
Yalesbians, Box 2031 , Yale Station,
436-8945
New Haven 06520
635-3035
We.sleyan Gay Alli<;tnce

RHODE ISLAND

(Area Code 401)

Brown 'University Gay Lib, 305 Faunce
House, Waterman Ave., Providence 02912
863-3062
Office hours: Noon-1pm weekdays
Dignity/Providence, Box 2231, Pawtucket 02861
751 -3322
Gay Help Line
Gay Community Services of A.I.,
55 Eddy St., rm 306
Gay Women of Brown, c/o Sarah Doyle,
Women's Center, 186 Meeting St. ,
863-2189
Providence, 02912
Integrity, Box 71, Annex Sta., Providence·02801
751-6023
MCC/Providence, 134 Matthewson St.
MCC Innovative· Ministry (ter.minally,,i_ll l .• _ .
ag.ed and haf)dicapped), Rev. Michael
,. 272-8482
.
Nordstrom
231-5853
Providence Gay Group of AA

MAINE

(Area Code 207)

CMGA, Box 2242, Augusta 04330
Confidential Drug and Alcohol Rap Group,
Box 4542, Portland 04112
773-2981
Gay People's Alliance, 92 Bedford St.
ext. 535
University of Maine, Portland 04103
Growing ... Sober and Gay, Box 893, Waterville 04901
Maine Freewoman's Herald, 193 Middle
774-6071
St., 3rd floor, Portland 04111
Maine Gay Task Force, Box 4542, Portland
773-5530
04112
Maine Lesbian Feminists, Box 125, Belfast
04915
773-5530
Mainly Gay, Box 4542, Portland04112
The Wilde-Stein Club, Memorial Union,
University of Maine, Orono 04473

NEW HAMPSHIRE

(Area Code 603)

522-5575

MCC-Extenslon, 292 State St., Portsmouth
382-4678
.03801
673-5315
Nashua Area Gays

889-7530
522-2646

Northwood Women's Group, G. Ball , Box
273, RFD 1, Manchester 03104

NH Lambda, Box 1043, Concord 03301

436-8945
436-8945

NOW Lesbian Rights Task Force,
4 Valentine Hill Rd., Durham 02834

228-854-2

VERMONT

(Area Code 802)

Counseling-Support for Gay Women, c/o
Susan Katz, South VT Women's Health
·Cent~r, 187 N. Main St., Rutland, VT
775-1518
05701
Gay Student Union, Univ. of VT, Burlington
656-4173
05401, M-F, 7-9 pm
Women's Center, 182 Main St., Burlington863-1236

NEW YORK (STATE)
Affirmation (Unitarian Universalist Gay Caucus),
·
34 Chestnut Rd., Delmar 12054
Capital District Gay Community Center (7-11 pm),
(518)462-6138
332 Hudson Ave., Albany 12210
Capital District Gay Political Caucus,
(518)462-6138
Box 131, Albany 12201
Dignity/Integrity/Rochester
42 Tyler House, 17 So. Fitzhugh St.,
(716) 232-6521
Rochester 14614
Empty Closet Collective, 1255 University Ave., Rochester 14607_ ' .(!,16) 271-6750
Gay Alliance of The Genesse* ~)1Ely,lnc., 713 Monroe Ave., Rocttes>t.er ' (-71'6) 244-8640
-l? :,, l or244-9030
14614
Gay Brotherhood of Rochester, " n
713 Monroe Ave., Rochester " c ,(716) 244-8640
Gay Liberation Front, U. of A., Wilson
. •(716) 275-6181
Commons, Rochester 14607
Gay Task Force, 713 Monroe Ave.,
, , (716) 244-8640
Rochester (ty'lon. 7pm)
or 244-9030
~am,ilton-Kirkland Gay Alli1:1nce, Box 80,
Hamilton.College, Clinton .13323 ·
Lambda Univ., Box 131, Albany 12201
(518)462-6138

Lesbian Resource Center, 713
(716)244-9030
Monroe Ave., Rochester 14607
NY State Coalition of Gay Organizations,
(518)462-6138
Box 131 , Albany 12201
(914)473-3857
Stonewall Society, Pougkeepsie

'NEW YORK (CITY)

(Area Code 212)

Ass'n of Gay Social Workers , c/o Ron
234-8683
Ginsberg, 345 W. 21st St., apt. 1-A
Church of the Beloved Disciple,
242-6616
348 W. 14th St., 10004
Gay People at Columbia, Columbia U.,
280-257'4
10027
Gay Teacher's Association, 204 Lincoln
789-8176/499-1060
Pl. , Brooklyn 11217
Gay Switchboard, Box 805,
777-1800
Madi:son Sq. Sta., 10010
925-2619
The Glines, 260 W. Broadway
Lambda Legal Defense, P.O. Box 5448,
758-1905
Grand Central Sta., 10017
Lesbian Herstory Archives,
P.O. Box 1258, 10001
741-2610
Lesbian Switchboard
242-1212
MCC/NY, 201 W. 13th St. 10011
National Coalition of Gay Activists,
P.O. Box A-711, Grand Central Sta.,
10017
National Gay Task Force,
741 -1010
80 Fifth Ave., rm 506
•
Oscar Wilde Memorial Bookshop,
255-8097
15 Christopher St.
533-4492
Tri-base Collective
West Side Discussion Group,
675-0143
37 Ninth Ave.

